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Cushing Completing $32,000 CentralTSchool
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Rockland Warns That Protection Stops In
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THOMASTON

RusseU Wixson

Taking care of Route Eight for
The Courier Gazette, ls RusseU
Jr. C. C. Meets
Wixson, ln point of age the ranki ing member of the newspapers onrPlans Are To Be Made To rier force. RusseU is 16 years old,
Lite-a-Bumper
4 Junior at Rockland High School,
Rear view of the ultra-modern school in Cushing. The section shown houses the rest rooms, office, kitchen and heating plant.
and has built up an enviable rep
The area in the foreground, a sizeable field, well away from the high way. will serve as a playground. Entrance to the buUding is ln the
area where the workman is standing and is on the back of the building, facing the playground.
Rockland Junior Chamber of utation on his territory.
His route ls difficult; it stretcheg
Commerce met Wednesday eve
ning with 18 members present a long way and might be caUed
Donald N. Calderwood presided straight and narrow. It starts at
Main street, near the Elks Home,
Seven guests were also present.
Date of the State convention ^hd. foUows Main and Camden
was announced to be May 23 and streets to the city line. There are
24. at Augusta. ,
: a few 41(16 trlP® 10 such street* as
There will be a "Lite-a-Bumper” ' J^isod. Achorn, Maverick, Front,
meeting at Calderwood’s Beech
street home on Friday Routine
business transacted included ac
ceptance of reports of secretary
and treasurer; appropriation of |

Washington, Bayview Square and
Waido Avenue. The route is rather
dangerous for lt requires a frequerit crossing of the main artery
of transportation leading north out

S15 for insurance and a change in °f
In addltlon our frlend
the billing date of membershipI h“ * mamtaln frlendly relatloM

with the many dogs on this routs
dues.
but since he is a lover of dogs, hs
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,, has succeeded ln doing so. The only
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complaint he has to register now,
Remington Arms Corp . who pre- I
,
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„ , .
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, „ * i once ln a whUe ls that a playful
sented a brief history of firearms
a
and spoke on the great improve- Uvered by Ruf# and
R
ment made ln recent years on rifles 5rlnglng on
a report of non-serve
and shotguns.
to the home offlce
AUGUSTA EMBLEM CLUB

At present there are 122 custom-

e„

Elght

Augusta Emblem Club 233 was
Russell knows pretty much what
instituted and officers installed he wants to do in later years and
Pnotos ov cuuen Tuesday night at the Elks Home ig now preparing for his future. Hls
Front view of Cushing's new school wdth its ail glass front, which faces the highway. The timbers projecting from the window- in Augusta. Supreme President, goal is to become a machinist and
frames of the building will support light deflecting vanes with which the teachers can control the amount of light entering the classrooms and j Marlon Zwart of Stamford, Conn., he is following that course ia
get full light without the direct glare of the sun. The building seta next to the present Broad Cove School which will be discontinued with the ] presided, assisted by the Supreme Rockland High. He lives at 21 War
elosing of classes ln June.

Cushing youngsters will have a
new school in the fall; one which
will be as modern as any in the
state. But, the structure has had
a hard time growing up. so to
speak.
It seems that way back ln Sep
tember, the contractors received
the plans and were directed where
to build and the bench marks es
tablished.
As time went on. workmen on
the job just couldn’t see whereI
the footings were going to be high
enough to take the building off the
ground. Repeated checks of plans
I and repeated assurances that the!
plans were correct kept the crews
[ at their appointed tasks despite
some doubt ln their minds.
Then came the dav when the1
I footings were to be poured, and
another check was made with,
those who gave birth to the plans. I
Again, all was fine. So, the con- '
Crete was poured and, ln due time, ;
the building rose above its foun- j
datlons. Still, it didn’t look right
It was low, very low, ln the opinions of those who had an oppor- I
tunlty to view lt.
Finally, an on-the-locatlon ln- ,

spectlon revealed that she was
low, very, very low; ln fact
hugging Mother Earth some four
feet below where she should have
been.
Something had gone wrong ln
the plans, as it can with most any
thing at times, and the directions
Just cut four feet off the height of
the structure which was referred to

by many as having the appearance
of the state's approved poultryshelter.
There was nothing to do then
but Jack ’er up and pour new
footings to make the required
height.
It is to the credit of all con
cerned that the work Involved ln
raising the building to grade did
not cost the taxpayers of Cushing
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IRISH MINSTRELS

$26.95

$34.95

Value 35.00

Value 56.00

Marshal Mrs. Walter Maliff, West j ren street with hls parents and
Haven, Conn., Supreme Press Cor- one brother,
respondent, Adah Roberts, Thel
ma Parsons, President, Rockland
Attorney and Mrs. Charlee T.
Emblem Club, Eugenia Annis, Smalley will return from their
Phyllis Brewer, Marian Cook, all Florida sojourn in the very near
of Rockland.
future.

COUNTY BUDGET NEARS $100,000
With Proposed Expenditures Of $99,800

County Tax Rate Of .0031 Is Proposed
Knox Oounty budget for 1953-54
has passed hearings before the leg
islative committee and Is expected
to be passed by the Legislature tn
the near future.
As announced at Tuesday's meet
ing of the county commissioners
expenditures proposed will amount
to $99,800 of which sum $81,100
must be raised by taxation: the
estimated Income 1s only $18,700.
Largest single item on the budget
is for salaries of county officers,
$16,500. Other appropriations In
clude Municipal
court, $8,000;
sheriff’s department, $7500; civil
defense. $2,500; extension associa
tion, $3,400; county treasurer, $500
Bridges are allocated $10,000;
county buildings $8,000; amortiza
tion and interest of loan for court
house alterations $6,100; and $8509
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WATTS HALL — THOMASTON

Toppers

JEWELERS

Curtain 8 O’clock — Adm. Adults 60; Students 40c

THOMASTON HIGH SCHOOL

$14.95

$17.95

Value 19.05

Value 24.95

RINGiSALEi

and $23.95
Value 29.95

ST PATRICKS

Also a Wide Selection of Men’s and Boys’
JACKETS AND TROUSERS—FACTORY PRICED

CORONATION AND DANCE

swe ENDS THIS]
-SATURDAY|fl

for support of prisoners.
Valuation of the county was set
at $26,156,000 and the tax rate for
the county computed at .0031.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again, 1
would have made a rule to read
some poetry and listen to some
music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes is a lose of
happiness.—Charles Darwin.
IF I KNEW

If I knew where the box of smiles
was kept
No matter how large the key
Or strong the bolt, I would try so
hard
It would open, I know, for me.
Then over the land, the sea,
broadcast
I’d scatter the smile* to play.
That the children"* faces might
hold them fast
For many and many a day.
If I knew a box that was large
enough
To hold all the frowns I meet,
I would like to gather them every
one
From nursery, school and street.
Then, folding and holding, I’d pack
them ln
And turning the monster key,
I'd hire a giant to drop the box
In the depths of the deep, deep
sea
—Philips Brook*.

MEN WANTED
CLERKS FOR STEADY WORK
AT H. H. CRIE * CO.
Main Street
Apply In Person Between
4 p. bl and 5J0 p. m.

34-38

The
Factory Store

FRIDAY, MARCH 20
WATTS HALL — THOMASTON
VINAL’S ORCHESTRA

Coronation of Queen 9 O’clock

one penny.
Now, the school has probably
the finest foundations of any
school recently built ln the section.
Originally some flve feet in depth,
they are now nine, with the four
feet added to bring the building
the proper distance above ground.
The task took several we»ks as
I gTavej jju between the foundations
! ^a(j
removed and new form*
for concrete constructed. Also, the
section of the building containing
j the office, rest rooms and kitchen
’ had to be cut apart from the main
structure to permit raising the
' building. In all, the error set the
construction program back some
six weeks.
Now, the building looks fine and
measures 26x98 feet and will have
three classroom* with one 36 feet
I in length, the second, 30 feet, and
j the third, 24 feet. All are 25 feet
| in width.
In addition to the classrooms,
there will be an office, rest rooms
for boys and girls, and a kitchen
for the hot lunch program, plus
a space for the heating plant in
the rear section.
Heat will come from an automa
tic system boiler. The latest type
fluorescent unit* will be used for
! lighting.
There will also be a
ventilating system serving all
rooms.
Cost of the structure is now esI timated at $32,000.

and $39.95

THURSDAY, MARCH 19
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The C-G's Carriers
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Robert Norton of East Union has
• announced his candidacy for State
Vice Commander ol the American
Legion, to come up at the State
convention of the veterans’ organi
zation to be held at Rockland in
June.
Norton, who is 30. is a veteran
of World War n. ls third district
commander and a past Knox Coun
ty Commander of the Legion. He
wiU be sponsored by Storer-CollinsHarding Post of Union, of which'
he is a past oommander.
The candidate is employed as
deputy collector of Internal Reve
nue ln Rockland.

Small Fires Itself; Town Meeting Due
Owl* Head official* have received a public meeting at the Central
notice from the City of Rockland School at 7 p. m., on Monday,
that fire protection from the Marcn 23.
Rockland Fire Department for i Mr. Walker said Wednesday evethat community will cease 60 days ning that he believed the period of
from March 12, unless certain re- notice given by the City Council
qulrements arc met.
to be far too brief to permit the
A letter from City Manager, establishing of a fire department
to First Selectman Avard Walker in the town.
states that Mr. Farnsworth has
Farnsworth Observes
been directed in this action by the
Oity Manager Farnsworth said
Rockland City CouncU.
this morning that, as the situation
The letter follows:
now stands, Rockland taxpayers
March 12,
are providing fire protection to
Dear Mr. Walker:
Owls Head at a loes to themselves
At our city council meeting last
He explained that charges made
Monday night, the subject of the to the neighboring community
fire protection agreement with are so small that they do not pay
your town was brought up for dis for the operation of the equip
cussion. We had hoped that your ment. These charges do not allow
town would make a beginning In for any contingencies such as acci
providing some lire equipment for dents and wear and tear on equip
your own protection such as South ment.
Thomaston and Rockport have
He further commented that Owl’s
done, both of which towns have a Head's tax rate ls low, and ls at
similar- agreement with Rockland tracting settlers; largely because
as Owls Head has. The City Rockland ls paying that town’s
Oouncil believes that for the load of maintaining fire protection.
Rockland Fire Department to be
Neither purchases of department
called upon for every little blaze
equipment or operating costs are
is a condition that cannot be con
covered by the present agreement
tinued. I am therefore directed to
with Owl’s Head, he observed.
Inform you that unless the Town
Farnsworth said that lt is not
of Owls Hoad takes some action to
the Intent of Rockland to remove
provide itself with some fire fight
entirely the fire protection from
ing equipment within 60 days, it
Owl’s Head—If Owl’s Head takes
wlU be necessary for us to cancel
steps to obtain equipment and es
our agreement with your town.
tablish a department, such as
Very truly yours,
South Thomaston now has. Rock
Frederick D. Farnsworth.
land is willing to help out In event
First Selectman Avard Walker
of a major blaze but does ask that
has called a town meeting for 7
the town care for Its own smaU
p. m., on Monday, March 30, to
fires.
take action on the situation. The
Chief Russell Comments
town meeting will be preceded by
Rockland Ftre Chief Van E. Rus
seU said this morning that Owl’s
Head ls faced with a situation
GIRL WANTED
FOR OFFICE WORK
which they will find most difficult
Apply in Person at
to lick on the 60 days allowed.
H. H. CRIE & CO.
There ls no question but what
328 Main St. - Kockland
Between 1P.M. and 5.30 P. M.
the community should have enough
34-36
(Continued on Page Five)
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THOMASTON, MAINE
Dancing 8 to 1

SAVE AT FACTORY PRICES

Adm.: Dancing 78c - Spectators 50c

STORE HOURS:
Thursday-Friday-8a turday,

FREE PRIZE—TELEVISION SET—FREE

Monday-Tuesday-Wed nesday,

33-34

Kn

NIGHT <S|
NOTICE

TOWN OF OWL’S HEAD
.Anyone found wtUng a Are
without a permit will be pro*
cuted under the State Law
whirh provide* for a fine Mt te
exceed SUM. er 30 days in Jell
or both, under Chapter 363, Sec
tion 68A Reviled Statutes ti

1949.
I A.M.U9F.M.
9.4. M. te 5 P. M.

34-lt

DAVID O. KNOWLTON.
Fire Warden.

______________________

33-34

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Outboard Slate

Twelve Maine Regattas Set,
Rockland Races Of Past
Two Years Left Open
The Maine Outboard Racing
Association announces that 12 out
board regattas had been defin
itely scheduled for the 1863 racing
season.
Commodore Arthur E Peters of
Hallowell advised that two weekend
dates were being held open, pending
final approval of special races of
state-wide Interest.
Regatta dates already approved
Include June 28, St. Oeorge Lake.
Liberty; July 4, Unity; July 5, Is
land Park, East Winthrop: July 12,
Maranacook Lake, Winthrop; July
18, China Lake. South China; July
28, Pleasant Pond, Oardiner; August
3 (Open); August 8. Echo Lake,
Southwest Harbor; August 16,
Damariscotta Lake, Jefferson; Aug
ust 23, Penobscot River, Bangor;
August 30, Wilton Lake, Wilton;
September 6 (Open); September 7.
Silver Lake, Bucksport.
Commodore Peters said that the
approved racing schedule w'ould In
clude straight closed course re
gattas, open to all classes from A
through P In both utility and
hydroplane divisions.
He said that great Interest had
already been shown by Maine driv
ers and out-of-state competitors ln
this year's racing schedule and pre

dicted a 38 percent Increase ln en
tries.
Peters also announced that di
rectors of the Association had voted
to Incorporate as a non-profit or
ganization.

GROSS NECK
Melvin Oenthner, Jr, called re
cently cn relatives and friends at
Bath and Wiscasset.
Mra. Eldora Gross returned
home Tuesday after spending se
veral weeks with her daughter
and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam K Winchenbach, at Dutch
Neck

Mr. and Mrs. L. Wilson of Rock
land have been guests of her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. OUver Holmes.
Mrs. Eldora Gross and Mrs Wil
liam K. Winchenbach of Dutch
Neck visited recently with Mr. and
Mrs. Linwood Castner at Medo
mak,
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Melvin Genthner were Mrs. Trussell Wentworth and daughter of
Camden, Mrs. Oeorge Winchen
bach and son of the Village, Miss
Lorraine Richards of Friendship,
Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Condon and
Miss Esther Genthner of Thomas
ton.
Forest Hoimea was a business
caller at Melvin Genthner's one
day last week.

The most popular good roads
movement Is about 60 miles an
hour.

Self ServiceShoe Store
397 MAIN ST.

TEL. 1090

ROCKLAND, ME.

Better Grade Shoes
FOR BOYS and GIRLS

at Down-to-Earth Prices!
Built for Wear & Good Looking Too!

“Active Strides”
For Girls and Boys

REGULAR

$3.49 Value

• Patents, Reds,
Tans, Browns,
Wines,

Brown

and Whites!

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Give Better Care

■ditor and Publlaher, JOHN RICHARDSON

TEMPEST IN A TEAPOT
Many years ago lt was the fashion for Knox County
towns to cherish 111 feeUng toward each other, to the detri
ment of all concerned. This Illogical feeling was carried to
such an extent that a “Northender” In this city was sub
jected to a severe pummelling lf he had the temerity to call
on a Southend young woman—and vice-versa. In these
days, happily, thoee things have passed away. Our towns
live In friendliness and co-operation on business, municipal
and social planes.
This cordial relation has been particularly valuable to
thia city and Its closest neighbor, the town of Owl’s Head,
extending even to Rockland handling Its fire problems
through a mutually advantageous gentleman’s agreement
for the service.
A fly has appeared ln thia precious ointment of good will
and this newspaper Joins every sound thinking citizen of both
communities ln the plea to the authorities of Owl's Head
and Rockland to meet thia situation with fairness and wisdom
and to avoid any rash action that will be regretted in time
to come.

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS’ SMART MOVE
The annual budget of the Knox County Commissioners,
$99,800, was presented early this week and reflected once more
the careful planning and foresight which has long been char
acteristic of this group. Never pennywise and pound foolish,
their judgement has come to be accepted as sound by the tax
payers. In line with progress the group furthered their long
time support of the vital Civil Defense effort by an appro
priation of 82,500. It is an Interesting sidelight on this matter
that the Federal Government felt it necessary to conduct an
atom bomb test Tuesday, brought to the attention of the
greatest possible number of citizens to Impress on them the
horrible potentialities of the atom bomb and to arouse the
nation to the critical need for an aggressive Civil Defense
organization.

THE CONVENTION BUSINESS
According to authentic figures released by the Maine
Publicity Bureau, Maine will realize over one million dollars
this year from the convention business. More and bigger
conventions are scheduled with 35,000 delegates to be in
attendance, coming from all parts of this country and Canada.
These visitors will spend $202,400 for hotel accommodations;
$287,000 in restaurants and for beverages; $305,600 in retail
stores; $26,400 for local transportation; $64,000 for theatres;
$32,000 for gas, etc. and $77,400 for general expenses. Rock
land will get a good share of this through the Legion con
vention, the B. P. W. State Convention and the Maine Auto
mobile Dealers’ Association big gathering. This will probably
be the greatest convention year in this city’s history to date.

More progress in the care and
treatment of the crippled has been
made in the past quarter century
than during the whole previous
history of mankind, Mrs. William
P Vlles, president of the Pine
Tree Society for Crippled Children
and Adults, Inc. said today.
“Progress made ln the care and
treatment of cripples ls more spec
tacular than ln any other single
field of activity. It haa been ac
complished by a revolutionary
change In the attitude of the peo
ple toward the crippled and has
created a new atmosphere of ac
ceptance for the person who must
walk with braces or crutches.”
Mrs Vlles said that today
proper care and treatment make
lt possible for a crippled child to
have a happier life and to achieve
independence.
It enables that
child to grow up and, as an adult,
to assume hls place in our society
as a self-sustaining and contribut
ing citizen. Thus, he becomes a
productive instead of a dependent
perso.n
“The gradual Increase ln the
number of crippled persons being
treated is directly responsible to
growing public support of the an
nual Easter Seal campaign," Mrs
Viles pointed out. “Because of the

FOR TOTS & TODDLERS

2"

efforts of the more than 2000 East
er Seal Societies affiliated with
the National Society for Crippled
Children and Adults, as ls the Pine
Tree Society, this growth has been
possible "
The 1953 Easter Seal campaign
nationwide ia scheduled through
March to Easter Sunday, April 5

DOWN
Super-Right
Meats... One
Price Only-As
Advertised!
Cod Fillets

Hamburg

DOWN 20c

CLOSE-TRIM

Rib Roast

FROM A YR. AGO

7-IN. CUT

Cube Steak
Short Ribs of Beef

Bottom Round

DOWN 29c
FROM A YR AGO LB

DOWN lie

8 INCH SIZE

JANE PARKER

Apple Pie

EAch39c

JANE PARKER-B’/j INCH SIZE

Cherry Layer

Cake
JANE

Each 49c

PARKER-DELICIOUS

Hot Cross Buns
25c

NIFTY FROZEN

Green Peas
10 OZ AQC
PKGS > <

SUNSHINE FROZEN

COAST TO COAST
Tlie Coast to Coast is a hat
that looks aniart anywhere in
any weather... handsomely
styled and “Cravenette”
processed to keep rain from
soaking in and wilting thia
fine felt. Only

2 12 01

Chuck Roast

BONE IN
BLOCK STYLE

Porterhouse

CLOSE TRIM

QCC
©

DOWN 30c
FROM A YEAR AGO LB

DOWN 31c
FROM A YEAR AGO LB

STEAK

45

89

NUTLEY COLORED

O
-A

CAMPBELL’S
18c VARIETIES

□ OUpS
SOUpS I8C VARIETIES 2
Pink Salmon

Cherries

10’/2 OZ
CANS
CANS

MILD AND MELLOW COFFEE

8 O'clock „,.O77C
RICH & FUU BOOIED COFFEE

Red Circle ,I’C79C
VIGOROUS & WINEY COFFEE

IBBAg81c

Bokar

2.25

1O'/a OZ

3

38

CANS

3 CANS
,,oz 38

33

1 IB

49c

CAN

12 OZ
BOX

35
„NOWN ™ 29c
Iona Tomatoes
2 ' lcCANS
BA3NSoz 27c
25 LB
Sunnyfield Family Flour
BAG 1.79
WARWICK CHOCOLATE COVERED

Ann Page Tomato Soup 4

Ann Page Ketchup
Sugar

1O’/2 OZ

39

CANS

2

35c

5 lB 7IOC
BAG

GRANULATED

Silverbrook Butter

” I®
RAG

1 LB

97c

Mel-O-Bit

75c

PRINT

SUNNYBROOK
Large Eggs
FRESH
Tacheeta Cheese Food

69

DOZ

2

SLICED AMERICAN CHEESE

LB

79

LOAF

8OZ

WHITE OR COLORED

PKG

OJC
Wl

I

PRICES SHOWN IN THIS A0
GUARANTEED THRU SAT.,
MARCH
EFFECTIVE
IN THIS COMMUNITY
ANO VICINITY.

BAG

3FOr25c

CALIF. SWEET

2

YOUNG

2
WASHED

AFC

1 LB
PKGS

CEUO
PKGS

VS LB
PKG

SNOW-WHITE MEDIUM

AW

33c
MAC
A TP

BREEZE

Kind To Your Hands

2 «u ca«s 15 2 **,M

doz49c

SIZE 200'»

CRISP

SWAN SOAP

LUX FLAKES
Brightens and Whitens

2 IABCE 'ACKA4ES 55'

JUICY

SIZE 7O'i

Regalo Spinach
Mushrooms

«t« eoc

SWEET

FLORIDA SEEDLESS

Calif- Carrots

Mainf
;*%%%3«*WWaMS3«SSBSBtSM

Complete Service Day and Night!

BAG

^3°’ VAR,4c

45

BOXES

COLD STREAM

Navel Oranges

IN TOWN!

2

Farm Fresh and Thrifty!

ROCKLAND

FRIENDLIEST

1 LB

Sweet Mixed Pickles

Grapefruit

r
CREDIT PLAN

27

CAN

25 LB

Florida Oranges

.

2V

PKG

1 QT 14 OZ

PILLSBURY-ROBIN HOOD

Caboh*

25c

PKGS

1 LB

GOLD MEDAL—

Flour

1 LB

2

REFINED

Thrifty Dairy Favorite*!

PKGS

GOODYEAR WELTS FOR LONGER WEAR!

Trained TV Men To Give You

Oflt

Strawberries

$7.50 to $10.00

MEREDITH Has a Staff Of Expertly

»C

FROM A YR. AGO LB

Orange Juice
UNSWEETENED
Saltines
NABISCO PREMIUM

2

FOR BOYS

LBS

DOWN 1 Be
I
FROM A YEAR AGO IB <

HEAVY
STEER BEEF

SWEETENED or

Don't argue for freedom from
Tax geniuses ln time may evolve
government Interference—It’s bad a perfect syBtem of taxation, but ? FEEL THE DIFFERENCE
manners to talk with your mouth they never will create one that will
IN THE
full
I suit the taxpayers.

“Buffalo
Juniors”

O

2-lb price DOWN 45<
FROM A YR AGO

Freshly
Ground

Margarine

LENTEN
PKG
FAVORITES OF 10

• Patent, Red. White. Brown
and White and Pastela.
• Straps. Moca, Saddles or high
Shoes.

Prices
At Your...

Come

Pure Lard

WHAT'S SAUCE TOR THE GOOSE
Republican leaders are expecting President Eisenhower
to set aside, by executive order, all recent examinations for
postmaster, thus (they hope) providing about 3,000 jobs for
the faithful.
It seems that only Democrats have been taking the tests
lately, so there are few lf any Republicans on the eligible
list, but they'll be waiting to take the new exams that will
be set up. We suppose this is a matter of “political rights”
raXher than civil rights. But somehow we can’t see any more
morality in segregation of Democrats and Republicans than
of blacks and whites.
The fact remains that every corner of the United States
ls vitally concerned with this postmaster decision with Rock
land and practically every neighboring town holding its
breath, waiting.

SAVE S25°° ON TV
ANTENNA INSTALLATIONS

An exhibition from the Index
of American Design. National Gal
lery of Art. entitled Furniture, Cos
tumes and Textiles, is on view at
the Farnsworth Museum until
March 24 It ls presented under
the auspices of the Traveling Ex
hibition Service, National Collec
tion of Fine Arts, Smithsonian In
stitution.
Selected by Erwin O Christen
sen, curator of the Index and fore
most author on the subject, this
collection of 59 original watercolors
contains examples of furniture,
costumes and textile design Ren
dered with particular skill, these
watercolors show the most delight
ful expressions of a true American
Polk Art Among the outstanding
pieces of furniture are a sofa by
Duncan Phyto from Delaw are, 19th
century; a Shaker cabinet of 1830.
New Lebanon, N. Y ; a highboy by
William Savery. 1760-75, from
Philadelphia; and a Sheraton
sewing table from Duncan Phyto’s
workshop, about 1806
The costumes include a render
ing of a child's bonnet of the early
19th century from New York, a
girl’s dress. 1860-05. and an Empire
spencer of 1810-20
The textiles
are most remarkable for the faith
ful rendering .of every technique
Included are woven coverlets of the
early 19th century, bedspreads,
embroidered pictures, and patch-

Hon9t Mi** Tluw Value*!

Sizes 8% to $.

“ACTIVE STRIDES”

The annual meeting of the Pine
State Fleld Trial Club was held
Friday March 13. at Tamarack
Lodge.
Nominees, Hap Callender as
president; Bert Wall for vice presi
dent; Maurice Hall for treasurer
and Ruth Callender as secretary,
were elected to office by unanimous
vote, whereupon the re-elected
president gave a brief talk on the
alms of the club, stressing the need
of good fellowship and true
sportsmanship.
It was suggested that the club
sponsor three (3) official shooting
trials next fall, on Dec 5, 12 and
19. weather permitting. The usual
ribbons and club championship cup
to be awarded.
Next meeting will be at Tama
rack Lodge. Friday, March 26, at
7.30 p. m when the Board of Gov
ernors. Field Trial Chairman and
Field Trial Committee will be ap
pointed
The entertainment committee Is
now planning a special program
for this event.

Wc

• Styles for Drew
or Play!

• Cashion crepe
soles, lag soles,
Panolene soles!

work quilts from different parts of
the United States.
The year 1950 marked the fifth
anniversary of the Index of
American Design at the National
Gallery of Art and also the pub
lishing of what ls held to be the
most important, complete, and
beautiful book on American Folk
Art ever issued, “The Index Of
American Designby Erwin O
Christensen, curator of the collec
tion. This anniversary was cele
brated with the help of a number
of exhibitions of original watercol
ors from the Index, ol which the
present one ls an outstanding
example.
As Holger Cahill, formerly nationnal director of the Index and
one of America’s leading authors
in the fleld of folk arts, writes.
“The Index brings together thou
sands of pfttterns from various
sections of the country, tells the
story of American hand skills and
traces intelligible patterns within
that story In documenting the
forms created by the tastes, skills
and needs of their ancestors, it
brings a new vitality and warmth
Into everyday history.
All designs are executed to scale
ln a watercolor technique espe
cially developed for that purpose.
Color, texture and form are so
faithfully rendered that many ob
jects have extraordinary tangible
qualities
“Eye foolers.” which
abound In the Index are numerous
in the reproductions of textiles,
among them a coverlet from Ken
tucky and one from Jeffersontown,
also Kentucky, as well as embroid
ered and quilted bedspreads.

American Design

Field Trial Club Elects Its Collection From the National
Gallery Now At Museum
New Officers

[EDITORIAL]

A MAJOR LOSS TO ROCKLAND
Miss Margaret Buttomer, veteran school teacher and
principal, has handed her resignation to the School Board
and the Inevitable has been accepted with regret. Miss
Buttomer haa postponed this move for a considerable time
due to requests to delay the action by board, fellow teachers
and citizens. Thia newspaper adds its profound regret at
the loss of such a splendid teacher and public servant. She
ls a teacher of the old school, effective, richly trained in the
field of human nature and possessing the gift ot Imparting
knowledge. She has been a vital Influence for those things
of right and sound living ln the lives of thousands of Rock
land boys and girls who became good citizens because of
their contact with this flne woman.

Pine Staters Meet

A Lever Bros, product

25'

LAACf AAOtAtE

3,C

Buy a Famous Name TV Set and
• Smartly styled for sport or dress, with miles of extra wear
baflt in. Big Boys' Sizes IM to 6. Youths’ Sizes I2M to X
Chfldren’z Sizes IM to li Widths B, C, D, I.

BUDGET SPECIALS
Boys' and Girls' Leather Shoe
Sizes

8M «• I

$2.19

Broom Oxfords.
Saddles * Straps

JfciL

SAVE $25.00 ON INSTALLATIONS

WE USE TOP QUALITY MATERIAL ONLY!

MEREDITH Furniture Co.
TELEPHONE 1426
313-816 MAIN STREET
BOCKLAND, MAINZ
M-lt

TERMS AS LOW

I25

A WEEK

BITLER CAR & HOME SUPPLY
470 Main Street
Rockland. Me.
Tel. 677

LUX SOAP

LIFEBUOY SOAP

Lathers Freely and Ouickiy

Health Soap

3 UTM GAMES 32'

2 «ec cakes ,53 **T"

LA CHOY PRODUCTS
Bean Sprouts
32'

Chop Suey

'l*emca«,9c
naiat^

Ready to Heat and Serve

Pork Luncheon Meat
SWIFT'S PREM

itwcAN<5t

•

»

SWIFT'S MEATS

3’»«“«65‘
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Mr. and Mrs. David Rubenstein
Kinney were to Waterville Mon
ST. GEORGE
Alleys Sold
who have been on a Mediterranean
day on business.
Mra
Merrill
Minzy
he*
moved
to
TALK OF THE TOWN
Cruise, are now visiting ln Paris
Portland to be with her husband
and London. They expect to ar
Tom Aylward Buys Lucky who
LINCOLNVILLE
Is stationed there. Mr. Minzy
rive back home the last part of
Strike Bowling Setup Is radiomagi
aboard the Coast
Mr and Mr* Ralph Hunt and
Justice
Tirrell
Member
of
State
Supreme
A meeting of District 10. VF.W March.
Coming Events
From Dora Packard
Guard cutter Acushnet.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Ripley were
Auxiliary, will be held March 29 at
Court After Oath By Governor
(Social and community event* 2.30 p. m., at the Huntley-Hill
Rep and Mrs. Joseph Robinson, dinner guests of Mr and Mra.
"Mr. St- Patrick’s Day" ln the
A sale of real interest to Camden
are solicited tor this calendar. AU Post headquarters, South Main person of George Hamlin was a
James Smith, after dinner. Mr. and
people occurred this week with Jr., attended the Tuesday luncheon
are tree and space here cannot be street, Rockland.
good natured celebrant Tuesday.
purchased.
Strictly commercial
Dora Packard selling the Lucky given at the Blaine Mansion by; Mra Hunt were surprised by a
polntment received confirmation by Strike Alleys to Thomas Aylward. Gov. and Mrs Cross for the Rep- I housewarming, given by Mr. and
He wore a venerable tall silk hat
affairs, sale*, suppers, dances, can
resentatlves and their wives of j
James Smith with 24 present
Whitney Wheeler, director of In with the appropriate green silk
council.
not be accepted The decision of
These alleys were opened on Aug.
the editor Is final.]
ternal Revenue lor the State ol ribbon and the clay pipe belonging
Since 1946 Justice Tirrell has 18. 1941, and the Coffee Shop add- Knox and Kennebec counties. The guests were: Mrs. Alice Hunt.
March 15-31—Horticultural Society Maine, wiU be the guest speaker to his father. Joe Hamlin, a pos
been the presiding Justice of Knox j
In"oeTemb^r They also attended the buffet sup- ] Mr- and
Merton Johnson,
Exhibit in Boston.
at the regular dinner meeting ol session of many years.
Albert Hoflses of
County Superior Court and in that
1947 the Aylward6. Teni
per for Knox County Legislators
and
March 20—Methebesec Club meets Rockland Kiwanls Monday, at 6.15
position has won the respect and I
moth€r Halmah,
at the home of Rep and Mrs Camden; Mr. and Mrs. Ivan
at Farnsworth Museum Auditori
o'clock, at the Hotel Thorndike, ac
Pendleton, Mr and Mrs Frederick
admiration of all coming in con- 1 Dot took over the Coffee Shop, Ralph Winchenpaw
A representative from the Social
um at 230 p. m.
tact with him. A recent spell of which they still operate. In the
March 20—Woman's Educational cording to announcement made by Security Administration office In |
Miss Lorraine Thomas has been Brownell of Hope; Mr. and Mrs.
Club meets in the Farnsworth Lawrence Miller, program chair Augusta will be at the Rorkland
Norman Ripley of Searsmont; Mr
Illness had perturbed his many past twelve and one-half years, home with the measles.
Museum at 3 p. m.
man for the evening.
friends and they, and The Courier- the bowlers, both men and women,
and Mrs Norman Carver, Lawrence
Post
Office
Building
on
Monday,
j
Mrs.
Clyde
Grant
and
Mrs
Annie
March 21—At Waldoboro, Germa
Gazette, are happy to know of the many ol whom have bowled conRankin. Mr. and Mrs. Cloyd PackMarch 23 from 1230 to 2.30 p. m.
nia Lodge will entertain Dunster
Deputy
Commissioner
Earle Residents of Rockland and near-by
improvement, enabling him to as tinually, have bowled such outside position, or better it, ln the second ard- Mr and Mrs Cedric Holloway,
Lodge of Cambridge, Mass., 6.30,
Bradbury, always highly popular
Odd Fellows Hall.
sume the even more responsible teams as Bangor, Augusta, Water- I half.
towns who wish to file claims for
Mr. and Mrs. Ouy, Rlpiey. Mr. and
March 23- Red Cross Bloodmobile In this area, will be the speaker federal Old-Age and Survivors In
duties of his new office.
ville, Skowhegan, Lewiston, Auburn) Throughout the bowling season, Mrs. Edward Leadbetter, Mrs.
will visit Rockland, headquarters on March 26 at Mt. Pleasant
Governor Cross qualified the new Oldtown, Dexter, Bath, Boothbay, , they have had two men’s teams Ruth Wiley and Miss Gail Wiley.
Legion Home. Sponsored by Le Orange Hall in West Rockport, surance or obtain Information
supreme court justice Wednesday Damariscotta, Gardiner, Thomas- and two women's teams bowling They received many beautiful
should call upon this representa
gion and Auxiliary.
when
the
Knox
County
Fish
&
March 26 — Supper-Meeting of
by administering the oath of of ton, Rockland and Ellsworth. They outside matches every week, as gifts. Games were enjoyed by all.
tive who Is in Rockland every
Knox County Fish & Oame Game Association holds Its supper Monday.
flce ln the presence of Mrs. Tir have had two men, state champ well as 44 women and 80 men Refreshments were served
Ass’n , Mt. Pleasant Grange HaU, meeting. This word Is from Com
rell, several members of the Rock ions. Phil Grover, who left the bowling regularly to the weekly
West Rockport.
missioner Roland Cobb.
land Bar and some of the Tirrell’s state undefeated, and Roy Hobbs, leagues.
Emblem Club will meet at the
March 27—Jtubtosteln Ouest Eve
SOUTH WALDOBORO
personal friends. Reported to be and two women champions, Gla
Elks
Home
tonight.
This
Is
the
ning at Farnsworth Building.
Mrs. Packard Is president of the
Everett Blethen of Owl’s Head
Mrs Dorothy Winchenbach and
March 27—Tyler School PTA
present were Knox County Attor- nina Ames and Margaret Colwell. Tri-County League and has served
annual meeting, election of offi
spoke on the granite Industry In
Fair.
ny Curtis M. Payson, State Senator Last year their men’s team was either as director or vice president grandson Chickie are visiting rela
cers. Refreshments will be served,
March 28 -At the Baptist Church. Maine before the Kiwanis Club
Frank H. Harding and Rockland champion ln the Eastern Maine of the Maine State Bowling Asso tives to Massachusetts for a few
Justice Frank A. Tirrell, Jr.
Warren, a concert by the Gordon Monday evening. He traced the Mrs. Thelma Parsons, chairman,
City Attorney Jerome Burrows; League, and their ladles’ team ln ciation since lt was organized to days.
assisted by the officers.
College Choir of Boston.
The Governor’s Council yester Mr. and Mrs. William A Doe
March 30-April 3—Farm and Home beginning of the Industry and dis
Mrs Edna Dyer and Mrs Ernest
the Tri-County League. This year. 1948
Week, at the University of played several samples of the prod
Members
of
the
Rockland day confirmed the appointment of and Mrs. Adriel Bird, all °‘j the ladles came out on top in the
Burns were guests of Mrs. Bernys
Mr.
Aylward
has
managed
the
Maine
uct of Maine quarries and tools
Ground Observers Corps received Justice Frank A. Tirrell, Jr., to the Boston, and Mrs Henry Wright of Eastern Maine League, and with Lucky Strike Alleys since Decem- Jameson of East Waldoboro, Wed
March 31—The Rockland Exten used to process the stone.
their wings at a meeting Tuesday Supreme Court of the State His
His Ea 11
sion Association will meet in the
the Tri-County still with four, ber and is no stranger to the many nesday.
■ Knox County is pleased and weeks to go. Camden women fin-1 bowlers to this vicinity and will
Farnsworth Museum.
Mrs. James Bain Is to Boston for
Mrs. Vivian Whittier, president, night, held at Knox County Court nomination for the position had
April 1—Canton Lafayette, 18, and
proud to have Its distinguished ished second place ln the first half' operate under the same policy as a lew days this week. While there
House. Airman First Class Joseph
Lafayette
Auxiliary,
Patriarchs
Auxiliary will meet. 630, Odd
been submitted by Governor Bur citizen serve his state to a position
and are working hard to hold that1 Mrs. Packard has to the past
she will attend the flower show.
Militant, and Mrs. Agnes Wilbur Allen of the Bangor Filter Center
Fellows HsU.
April 3—Methebesec Club meets at and Mrs. Lena Rollins, aides to the made the presentations and recipi ton M. Cross last week when he of such high trust.
Farnsworth Museum Auditorium president of the auxiliary, will ents were Wallace Vlnal. assistant also designated Justice Edward F
at 230 p. m.
chief observer; Mrs. Margaret Merrill of Skowhegan as chief Jus
Man Is a reasoning creature who
April 6—Orand Army Day pb- visit Waterville Friday night for Pease, assistant chief observers, tice of the same court. Tills ap- delights to logic until it threatens
servance by Ruth Mayhew Tent, the purpose of exemplifying the
his pet prejudice.
D.U.V.
Whit? Rose degree for the local women's branch, Shirley Steele,
representing high school observers,
April 9-10—Grade school operetta, organization.
Municipal Court
Rockland High auditorium
and Thomas Moulalson, chief ob
\\
April 16—Annual banquet, Rock
server.
The
wings
presented
de

The well known Ray Mills Ad
Recorder Alfred M. Strout heard
land Fire Department.
April 17—At Camden Opera House, vertising Agency of Auburn have note outstanding and long service charges preferred against four de
3-act melodrama “The Great recently occupied their fine new In aerial observation for Civil De fendants at Wednesday’s session
Parish House Robbery” by the building at 15 Field avenue.
fense.
Sheriff P. Willard Pease alleged
ww
Congregational Good Cheer Class
that Mary Fraughton and Nalda
April 19—Patriots’ Day.
Persons having rooqjs ln their
A
new
aid
for
house
cleaning
HEAVY
April 30—Community Concert at
Brooks of South Thomaston, and
Community Building, De Paur homes, or cottages, which they are J has been found. Rockland’s large Donald Widdecombe and Albert
willing to rent to Legionnaires extension ladder, properly manned
Infantry Chorus.
WESTERN
Wilson, Jr, ot Rockland slashed
May 30—Memorial Day.
coming to the city for the state with firemen, cleaned out the belfour
tires
and
tubes
on
the
truck
June 12, 13. 14—Business & Pro convention June 19-20 and 2i are fry atop the Baptist Church TuesSTEER
fessional Women's Club, State
of Frederick C Batty, South
WHEN VOU 6UV
asked to notify the Legion Housing | day afternoon.
Bird nestings
Convention at Samoset Hotel.
Thomaston, on March 13.
Committee which is located at the created a Are hazard and Chief
June 14—Flag Day.
Attorney A. Alan Grossman rep
T5.S?
June 19-20-21 — American Leg'on Thorndike Hotel. The Information Russell took precautionary steps.
Convention ln Rockland
may be relayed to the Legion by On Wednesday morning, the de resented the four who pleadted
July 4—Independence Day.
guilty. Testimony Indicated that
IN GROCERIES*
July 31-Aug 1-2—Maine Seafoods calling the regular hotel phone partment blew smoke out of the the two women, who are consider
number.
Ernest Keywood home at 79 Union
Festival, Rockland.
ably
older
than
the
two
accused
street. A closed damper ln the
Knox - Lincoln - Waldo Bowdoln
Knox County Camera Club met fire place was reported as the boy^s, had 111 feeling towards Batty
Club meets tonight, Thursday, at at the Farnsworth Museum Tues trouble. A couch on fire in the and were the Instigators of the
630 o’clock, at the Knox Hotel In day and made arrangements for kitchen brought the pumper to 136 misdeed Batty estimated his loss
Thomaston, James Cole, president club’s annual exhibit.
Director Camdon street, also on Wednesday as $150 for the four tires and $3730
DELICIOUS
12 OF THESE BEAUTIof Bowdoin, wiU attend and be the Wendell Haddock spoke to the morning, to the home of Donald for four tubes
speaker of the evening.
The two women were sentenced
?UL DOLLS TO CHOOSE
membership, assured them that Pettee. Damage was slight. Also,
the North Gallery of the museum on Tuesday afternoon, the depart to 60 days to Jail each, but sen
FROM
AT $1.00 WITH
Burdell’s Dress Shop.
Small would be available to them for the
FOR
ment took precautionary measures tence was suspended and they were
group Misses and junior Dres.se> month of May and offered his ful
EACH
GROCERY
PUR
to prevent a fire in the Sayward’s placed on one year’s probation,
PORTERHOUSE
(500 each.
34-lt lest co-operation. It was decided
LAMB SHOULDER CHOPS Ib. 59c
Garage, 221 Main street, where a provided they make Immediate
CHASE OVER $5.00
to open the show with a reception large quantity of gasoline had ac restitution of $75
CLUB or T-BONE
Read The Courier-Gazette
J ARMOUR’S
STEWING LAMB
Ib. 29c
to the public on the afternoon of cumulated from a leaking gas
The two boys drew a $25 fine
for
May 3: at that time there will tank.
each but their sentence was also
MILK
VEAL RUMP ROAST
Ib. 59c
also be a showing of color slides
suspended and they were placed
PURE
submitted by the members. A
Wars will continue until men on six months’ probation, provided
FOR SALE
lb.
LARD
VEAL LOIN CHOPS
Ib. 89c
similar color show will be given on grow brave enough to stop them they make immediate restitution
SAUERKRAUT
the afternoon of May 17. Carroll
DERBY CORNED
of $75.
VEAL SHOULDER CHOPS Ib. 69c
As usual the buck shortage be
J By the Pound, I gal. Jar, 2 and J Berry is chairman of the show
Sheriff Pease was assisted by
BEEF
1 oz.
comes acute at this time of year. Deputy Sheriff Edgar Libby ln
committee
and
he
urges
all
club
2H gaL palls, 2>i, 3S and 6
FOR
nutritious
VEAL FOR STEWING
ib. 39c
members to enter the show.
It
apprehending the quartet
gal. kegs. Sauerkraut Juice.
The man who seeks advice is
tin
was decided that prints need not
MEAT
BALLS
TOP ROUND - CUBE
tHORSE RADISH, VEGETABLE: be the minimum 8x10 size usually usually wiser than the fellow who
HEAVY WESTERN BEEF
WILSON’S
offers it to others.
SALAD AND PICKLES.
found at similar exhibitions.

NEW JUDGE CONFIRMED BY COUNCIL

Get

at PERRY’S

this

s •««
Jt'

BEEF

STEAK SALE

79clb-

LAMB FORES Ib. 35c

55c

Ib.

85c

12c
47c

49c

FACE RUMP ROAST

BOOKKEEPER WANTED

HAROLD A. DEAN

BORN

486 Old County Road

Drake—At Knox Hospital. March
18, to Mr. and Mrs Otis Drake, a
daughter.
Stahl—At Camden Community
Hospital. March 16. to Mr. and
Mrs. Willis Stahl, a son.

■

tCOMPORT
There is

DIED
Rockland, March
for family and friends f
17, Edith F Richards of Thomas
ton, age 63 years. Funeral serv
in our painstaking J
ices Friday, 3.30 p. m. from Davis
personal service.
J Funeral Home. Thomaston. In
terment ln Village Cemetery
Cromwell—At Camden. March
18. Grace Cromwell, age 65 years
Funeral services Friday. 2 p. tn.
from Gilbert C. Laite Funeral
22 knoi St , SyfiMA.hSl H$i>l (9(
Home. Interment at Wiley's Cor
’ll '•»!
’tu t'O I. »«u 2M5
Thomaston
bockiand? aocmpo«t
ner.
Flanagan—Al Rockland. March
18. Miss Anne Elizabeth Flanagan,
age 92 years. Requiem High Mass
GAME PARTY
Friday. 9 a m. at St. Bernard’s
Church. Rev. George Goudreau
EVERY FRIDAY
officiating. Rosary will be held
At 7.30 P. M.
Thursday at 8.30 p. m. from resi
TOWER ROOM
dence of Dr. Jaimes P. Kent, 111
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Limerock street Interment in St
Auspices Knights of Columbus
James' Cemetery, Thomaston.
i6-T&Th-a
Crute—At Rockland. March 17.
Ina M. Crute of Cushing, age 56
years. Funeral services Friday. 1
p. m from Broad Cove Church.
Cushing.
Interment in Norton
Cemetery, Cushing.
Richards—At

i
OavisFuneralHomes ii
f

Do you want a guaranteed
used car at the price you dream
about? We have High Grade cars
at lowest prices in town. Pontiac
Plymouth, Chevrolet, DeSoto and
many others. Suit your price, suit
your pocketbook and 24 months to
pay. Ask us about our amazing
“Bargain Box" cars at amazingly
low prices. Come and see for
yourself. E. G. Winchenbaugh, 179
S. Main St, City
34,35&,37

STATE NEWS COMPANY
ROCKLAND
34-lt

JtLFjEKVI'

MARKET
MPLE PARKING

STOP SHOP Si

^xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxv
I

OCEAN

FLUFF

Ib. 42c

GOOD CORNED BEEF

6 Lb. Average

BONELESS POT ROAST

Ib. 59c

WESTERN STEAKS—
PORTERHOUSE or SIRLOIN

lb. 79c

TOP ROUND

lb. 79c

TENDERIZED STEAK

lb. 75c

All Hamburg Fresh Ground To Order
TRY OUR ITALIAN SANDWICHES
WE MAKE THEM FRESH DAILY

34‘It

ib.

77c

Sirloin Steak
lb. 49c
Boneless Chuck

Pot Roast or
Stew Beef

Corned Beef

ROCKLAND.

lean boneless brisket

Ib. 52c

Bologna

Bv The Piece

Ib. 35c

Veal Chops
lb. 59c
T-Bone or
Porterhouse

Steak
Ib. 65c

Pork Chops
liest
Center Cuts

Cube Steak

Ib. 65c

lb. 75c

Ib. 55c

Top Round

Steak

Rump Steak

Fresh Native

lb. 75c

lb. 79c

Chickens
To Roast. Broil
or Fry

Bottom Round

Pot Roast

LEAN ALL BEEF

Ib. 42c

lb. 69c

Ib. 40c

Ib. 29c

Armour's Star Bacon
Cut Chickens

Ib. 49c
ea. 1.29
lb. 39c

Pork Liver

Ib. 29c

Sliced Sugar Cured Bacon

Ib. 39c

Skinless Frankforts

Ib. 29c

FLAV-R-PAC

rHft

STRAWBERRIES

10 oz. 29c

BIRDSEYE PEAS

9 12 oz Q7r
PKGS.

w/

Marjorie Mills

SALT POLLOCK

DESSERTS
MIX

U. 8. NO. 1

2 for 27c
pkg. 17c

FLA KORN CORN MUFFIN

MIX

pkg. 19c

12 oz. 27c

RUMFORD BAKING

POWDER
SUGAR

12 oz. 23c
5 lbs. 49c

WALDORF

TISSUE

doz. 47c

FLORIDA ORANGES

ea. 19c
2 bchs. 19c

CARROTS

SWIFT'S ALLSWEET

2 lbs. 49c

SWIFT'S SWIFT'NING

3 lbs. 73c

pkg. 29c

MAINE PEAS • CORN - STRING BEANS 2 cans 25c

34-lt

START YOUR COLLECTION
OF DOLLS NOW
Many Have Made It a Hobby

PREPARED

SPAGHETTI

2 lbs. 25c

BANANAS
FAMOUS INDLAN RIVER

6 for 45c

DROMEDARY DATE MUFFIN

MIX

pk. 43c

MAINE POTATOES

ICEBERG LETTUCE, Ige.

LOG CABIN

SYRUP

1 Ib. brick 35c

SNOW'S CLAM CHOWDER tin 24c

FLAKO PIE CRUST

Known Throughout Maine For

Ib. 49c

COFFEE

\

a

Fowl

Fancy Brisket

PERRY'S

Lean Boiling Beef

Smoked Shoulders

21o

AMAZO

Fresh Native

Ib. 26c

17c

Products

UPPER PARK STREET.

Western Rib

2 Vi tin

MARSHMALLOW

SMALL’S

PHONE ORDERS FILLED

KETCHUP
14 02. 19c
Marshmallows lOoz. 19c

BEETS

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to extend our sincere
thanks to our friends and neigh
bors for their floral tributes and
sympathy shown us during our re
cent bereavement.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Simmons
34-It

lb. 45c

HAMBURG

TOMATO

CUT

HASKELL FISH MARKET

266 MAIN STREET - TELEPHONE 1691

LEAN FRESH GROUND

29c

HASH

Ib. 45c

CHUCK ROAST

PHILLIP’S CORNED BEEF

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to extend sincere thanks
to friends and neighbors, to the
SPECIAL—CLAMS, Pint 60c
Friendly B’s. Bethel Rebekah
Bay
Haddock
- Finnan Haddie - Oysters
Lodge and the Friendly Circle of
the Methodist Church, for the
Scallops - Hake - Flounder
cards, flowers and plants I received
during my recent illness Special
thanks to Dr Allen, ar.d Dr. Don
ald Brown, and the nurses at Knox
Hospital.
Mrs Martha Fuller.
2 582 MAIN ST..
TEL 650,
ROCKLAND g
Union.
34'lt <AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX\X\\XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX\*

TRENEER’S MARKET

29

BEEF STEW

Please Apply By Letter

2 for 25c

jELFjERVIffl

Hamburg

STOP»SHOP«SflUE

t

PARK
5TREET

MARKET
AMPLE PARKING
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

VINALHAVEN

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
w
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES'

MRS. EDWIN MADDOX
Correspondent
Telephone 187

CHIPS ARE DOWN AI VINALHAVEN

High teaching staff was ill last
week and Mrs. Lona Tower acted
as substitute for him st the school.
Garden Club Meeting

Program at the meeting of the
Cascade Alleys See Hair-raising Bowl Field
and Garden Club held at the
of Mrs Edwin Boggs last
ing As the Worms and Pirates Clash home
Friday afternoon, with Mrs. Mau___________________
rice Lermond assisting hostess, in____
. i eluded a reading from the book,
Captain Wymie Turns the Trick Ganders^ had an especially hard „plant Li{e in the Blble ■■ by Mrs
In a blazing finish at the very mght. "To think," he moaned afand
readings, "The
ter posting a measly 236 which was Mocklng Blrd „ and ..MlKratory
last moment, Captain Wymie Gull—t, Worms
_ low score' 1 have beer> 1'vlng with Habits of Monarch Butterflies.”
ford of the league leading

Celebrates His 85th
WALDOBORO
MRS RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Telephone 250

Tenant’s Harbor Resident
Surrounded By Family

1«

| | | 111
,?

:

|||
f j ,

U

CROSS’
PHARMACY

|j ^ ! ,

Iom

I II

Personal

II

Bad Cough|

II I

The 85th birthday anniversary of
Elmer E. Dowling, formerly of
Mrs.
Mary
Wellman
and
Mrs.
Timothy Lane, who is a student
Josephine Wood are in Boston at Port Clyde, Nova Scotia, now re
at Hebron Academy, arrived home
tending the Flower Show.
siding at Tenant’s Harbor, was de
on Monday for a short vacation
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ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
the Knit Wits at her home on;
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
terport. Thirteen of the party ar
East Boston Road Tuesday night, puhed his team out of the ruck
Two new members received were Moody
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. .. _ „ _. and I don't know any more now ! Mrs. Fred Campbell and Miss Berkeeping will be maintained for these ads.
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ALL MI ST BE P AID FOR
about how to get a big score than (ha starrett Announcement »in liamson are visiting their grand night guests, the others arriving
the evening passed with sewing turned what looked like a sure de
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
I did then. When you want 'em
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ner were ln Augusta Saturday.
past. The dessert featured six
of Vinalhaven, is a patient at the .. ,
"XJ'vCZIfor you. The harder you try the
W»nk B. Adams of Thomaston,
REAL ESTATE
At the regular meeting of Ger birthday cakes.
FOR SALE
Beth Israel Hospital, Brookline it looked like a walkover for them
DDGM. in behalf of the Grand
Mr. Dowling received many gifts,
the way he Ducks were stumbl ng mor;you,get HU
* cerUin
of Maine. presented Joseph mania Lodge I.O.OF’. No. 57 on
avenue, Boston.
FOR SALE
ROTO Speed Duplicator, two
Thursday night, March 19, Warren including a subBtantial sum of
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a
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A
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a
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50-year
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Alcohol Torches, Baker Shot Gun,
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Monday night at a special meeting Lodge will confer the second de money and 59 birthday cards.
small Laundry St-ove for sale. boring town doing a good volume Leland Powers dramatic school in second when Poole flamed for a Hiy ,fm
gree. Refreshments after the meet
Four generations were present.
Includes equipment, and Boston, ts home for a two weeks' few minutes with a 105. and the,
FRANK W. OOULD. Upper Moun Deal
h
you'll vet two Dins ' of St. George Lodge A.F.&A.M. The
ing in charge of WlUiam Kennedy Sharing the celebration with him
tain St.. Camden.
34*36 building which has a six room vacation with his parents, Dr and Ducks took the string by 36 pins
deadwood on what looks feIlow craft de8ree was conferred and Eldred Soule.
apartment over restaurant, $9600
was a granddaughter, Christine
'T'V.nv
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V
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. ___ ___ J They L/dJ
held the lead down to tpio
the last
FOR Sale. FREE to all FARM
Cedar Street: A good lot 265x100 Mrs. Cameron Rae.
| like a sure thing and you get the ( on °ne candidate. Plans were made
There will be a regular meeting Perkins whose eighth birthday was
ERS another great John Deere with
___ _1 room
____ House, finished In
Mr. and Mrs Ambrose Peterson | roundup, when according to fhe ~when it doesn't1 t0T tlxe mastcr mason degree U **
of the Loyal Order of Moose on on the same day.
Day Plenty of room for all at ! s'id” septic tank, city water, and arrived home Monday after spend-1 scorekeepers they were some 31,^
R
(h]
(worked on the same candidateat
March 20, refreshments after the
the Waterville Community Build- eicctrlcity, $2350
The honored guests and members
W r en A ten room House canIlng
past two weeks wlth their i Plns ahead. Then the roof fell in1 may have one chance In a thousand a “I*®1*1 meeting, AprU 6. Guests
lng. Thursday evening, March 26
meealng, Carl Creamer and Sidney of the family were photographed
Movies, prizes, exhibits and lunch. be'^ricl'^as single Thou£e or double son and family, Mr. and Mrs. I On the Ducks. Grimes last eight to and it works." And the Old Timer were present from Kin,: Solomon's
chalrmen.
through various phases of the fes
W. S. PILLSBURY & SON, Water tenement. Good chance to buy a Frank Peterson in Beverly Cove, Adams. Tibbetts gained two fOT^ off mumbli
ln hls
Ixxige of Waldoboro. Quantabacook
Mrs Lawrence Weston will en tivities. Those present were his
ville.
34-lt house and have someone help pay Mass.
the Ducks from Bickford, but Nel-1 sometlung about ,t wag
tOQ deep Lodge of Searsmont and Phoenix
tertain the Bridge Club Friday daughters, Mabel, and husband
son lost five to Johnson Smith lost for him. Score Ganders vs Pirates.
Little league Activities
TWO remarkable bargains—An for it.
of B€lfaat Among those pre' night with a dinner at 7 o’clock. Laurence Brown, of Quincy, Mass.;
Old
County
Road:
Two-family
Underwood portable Typewriter House in fair condition., both
two
to
Loveless
and
Poole
lost
22
Plans are under way for a re
Ganders—Williams 281, Drew 236, sent was Ralph Stahl of Waldo
Mrs. Maurice Hilton had the Jeanette and
husband, Arthur
with case for sale; clean, fine con- apartments now rented, $3500
sumption of Little League activi to Wymie, making a total of 35 pins Peacock 254, Arey 265, Rae 258, to boro, past district deputy grand misfortune to fall down stairs re
Shine, of Greenland, N. H.; Eveiitlon and two modern Show
CHARLES E. BICKNELL. II,
that went down the sewer and thei
ties
this
summer.
The
League
this
master.
Cases, heavy plate glass, chromi
tal 1294.
cently.
ly and daughter Christine of Brain
Real Estate Broker,
year will consist of three teams, Worms wiggled through with a four
um trim. Write "BARGAINS FOR 509 Main St.,
To Observe Special Night
Pirates—Sutliffe 271, Olson 265,
Samuel Weston has returned to tree, Mass.; sons. William and wife
Rockland
QUICK SALE,” % The Courier34-lt sponsored by the American Legion, pin victory. Great rejoicing among Johnson for Peterson 238, Sanborn
Mystic Rebekah Lodge will ob hls home after being a patient at Helen of Greenland, N. H.; Harold
Gazette.
33-35
the Lions Cluib and the Firemen. the winners. Great chagrin and no 284, Shields 279, total 1337.
serve past noble grands’ night, and the Goodwin Nursing Home.
and wife Gwen of Tenant’s Har
IF YOU WISH TO BUY OR The teams have been formed from grins among the losers. AU in the
LOBSTER FISHERMAN
Mrs Luella Mason is passing a bor: and George and wife Edith of
the Schuyler-Colfax night, at the
a pool of 30 boys, their names be night’s game, but it puts the
BOWS
SELL CONSULT
regular meeting Monday evening. few days in Boston.
Winterport. A granddaughter, Mafor sale
ing drawn by the coaches at a Worms securely at the top of the
Mrs. Wendell Blanchard and ion Watts, her husband Albert and
Committee in charge includes Mrs
E. A WOTTON Tel. 1388-M after West’s Farm Agency, Inc. meeting in the Legion Hall The standing. Score, Worms vs Ducks
WARREN
B p, m._________
33*36
Lillian Simmona, Mrs Chisle son Wendell, Jr., were in Rock and children Timothy and Terry;
Farms - Homes Worms—Adams 246, Bickford 255,
directors are drawing up the
land Monday.
ALENA
L. STARRETT
Business
Propositions
a grandson, Frank Dowling, wife
Trone. and Mrs. Ellen Waisanen.
SEA Scout Uniform, size 18 for
Johnson
237,
Loveless
234,
Guilford
schedules and practice wiU comCorrespondent
MRS. FAYE SMITH. Rep.
Peggy and daughter, Lorraine, and
sale; also white evening Gown, size
Extension .Association
Telephone 49
mence as soon as the baU park Is : 287. total 1259
Telephone 2754 Camden
Miss Judy Moran of Rockland, and
12, suitable for lodge work. CALL
149-eoTh-tf ln oondition.
Mrs Harold Searle. home man
Ducks—Grimes 213, Tibbetts 361
943-M____________________ 33-36
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Bragdon of
agement
leader,
assisted
by
Mrs
UNION
Nelson 255, Smith 259, Poole 267, |
Play I>ate Set
"FOR SALE”
St. George; Miss Julie Delaney of
MISCELLANEOUS Furniture for
Mrs.
Elwyri
Henderson,
formerly
Carl Perry, demonstrated starches, MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
A 4-bedroom House with a 2-car
A rehearsal was held for the total 1255.
sale. TEL Thomaston 43 .
33-36
Quincy, MLss.
Bertha Penney, has Joined her hus bleaches, methofis of Ironing, and
Correspondent
garage, large lot land. The dwell play "Aunt
Emma Sees
It j
Shades of the Spanish Main
Mr. Dowling had a telephone call
band, S. Sgt. Henderson on the proper equipment to be used in
300 SAVAGE Rifle, for sale, ing is in elegant oondition, not a
Telephone 10-34
from a daughter Catherine, Mrs
model 99. CHARLES HENDER scratch on it anywhere. Located Through,” which is being spon
The pressurized Pirates exploded we6t coast, and they are residing ironing, at thc Tuesday meeting
SON, 18 Wadsworth St., Thomas on quiet street, best of neighbors. sored by the P.TA. on Monday eve with a bang in the face and eyes in Elmira, Calif. Mrs. Henderson
Wilson Bennett of Newton High
of the Warren Extension Associa
ton.
33*36 It's one of the best. Priced alter ning at the home of the president,
Miss Sandra Morine ls visiting lands, Mass., and communications
of the gasping Ganders Wednesday made the transcontinental trip by tion held at the Congregational
Mrs. Patricia Crossman. In con
several days In Worcester, Mass., from other members of the family
EAKLY Cut, Baled Hay for sale. Inspection.
Located at 18 Suffolk Bt.. Rock junction with the rehearsal, a busi night, climbing into second place piane.
Chapel. Through the Warren Ex the guest of her uncle, Carleton who were unable to attend.
ROGER LaCHANCE. Tel. 179-M.
u employe<j
32*34 land. this 8-room House with fur ness meeting was held, with the in the red hot race for the pennant Miss Irpne p<,
tension Association sewing classes Payson.
ln the Vinalhaven Bowling League.
the
,a Electr[c
nace heat, a full bath. Priced at
are being held weekly at the grade
Venetian Blinds—Window Shades $7000
Friday, March 20, another meet Concord Underwriters’ Department
P16 ’8yj.t^.Plra,t^,_n!anh^^l Waldoboro. Others from Warren school cafeteria, and are conduct
of
All Colors and Styles
An 8-room House with about 2
ing of the Interested citizens of
WANTED
the
Gander
’
s
by
pinning
a
43
pin
Free Installation and estimates acres land. Very nice property
who are employed there are Mrs ed by Mrs. Alfred Wyllie, and Mrs this section wlU hear Superinten MANUFACTURERS AND MER
defeat on them made some of the Henry Laukka, Mrs. Paul DiUaCHANTS MUTUAL INS. CO.
Tel 839. UNITED HOME SUPPLY for $6000.
MAN wanted to work to grocery
Ernest Campbell, clothing leader, dent Frank H. Kent of Ouilford
Conoprd. N. H.
OO, 579 Main St., city.
31tf
We have several others.
and meat market. Year round bleacher fans talk as though the |j way, and Mrs. Howard Maxey.
and her assistant. Taken up by the speak on area high schools. Ar
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1962
FREEMAN 6 YOUNG,
work for right man. Knowledge Pirates now had the best team ln
1939 Buick Sedan for sale. Price
$1,212,173 00
Members of Mystic Rebekah class Tuesday night was altering rangements of this meeting were Bonds.
$1136. Cash. TEL. 273-M.
33*35 163 Main St. Rockland, Me. Tel. 730 of meat helpful, but not necessary the League. “Dark Hoss” Sutliffe,
Stocks,
606.362.02
Write, telling age. experience if j making his second appearance ln Lodge, who attended the Tuesday of blouse and skirt patterns. At made by a committee appointed in Cash and Bank Deposits. 266069 26
SAVE money ln comfort with the
any, to BOX 10, % The Courier- lhp Une pp aj a
{or Tfd M{m> n|ght guest officers' observance the next in the series of classes Warren, Union, Cushing, and Agents’ Balances or UnFOR SALE
famous Burrowes Rustless Alumi
Donald who is out on account of' held at Oood Luck Rebekah Lodge, will be cutting out blouses and Friendship.
84539 78
collected Premiums.
One of the better homes ln best 0026,16
num Combination Storm Windows
83.226.47
BOOKKEEPER wanted. Please [ an jnJu„.
his handi
up th€ 1 Waldoboro, were: Mrs. Doris Over skirts. March 24 at the cafeteria.
Mrs. Ernest Cunningham entered Other Assets,
___
snd________
Screens. Aluminum Combina- residential section; 8 rooms and
tion Doors. For special price and i all improvements. A most attrac- apply by letter.
8TATE NEWS impressive total of 271, a figure lock, who acted as guest chaplain,
Knox Hospital Tuesday for exami
Total Assets.
$2,252.400 53
COMPANY, Rockland.
34-36
terms, phone or see me in person. tive pAperty for $16,000.
nations.
which some of the regulars have and Mrs. Kathryn Jameson, Miss
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
SEARSMONT
Very attractive Home ln central
E. T. LONG,
MEN WANTED
8enior class will hold a food
OTHER FUNDS
not hit all winter, and one that wlU , Athleen Robinson, Mrs Edna
113 Camden St., Rockland. Tel. 1503 location and in first class repair;
A special meeting of Victor
Clerks for steady work a*
$54.11136
27 tf new heating system, modern bath
put “Morg" up among the singers Moore and Mrs. Corinne Perkins, Grange was held Thursday night sale Saturday, March 21 at Cun Reserve for Lossos,.
H. H CRIE & CO , Main street.
Reserve for Loss Adjus
Keep your Home warm in winter, and kitchen Garage and large Apply in person between 4 and if he can keep it up. He and Mike 1 Mr and Mrs. Fred Perkins were March 12, for the purpose of con ningham's Btore.
4.156.17
ment Expenses,
$9000.
Rev. and Mrs. CaUioun and fa Reserve for Unearned
cool in summer with Johns Man lot.Modern
34-36 j Williams had a pleasant little duel ■ among the luncheon guests. Knox ferring the Third and Fourth De
Home of 6 rooms In 5.30 p m.
ville Rock Wool insulation. Cuts pretty country
mily
of
Bath
were
visitors
in
town
Premiums,
762,75096
setting; driven well
WAITRESS wanted at Copper- i all by themselves as Mike had to county delegation, at the Blaine grees upon four candidates, the
fuel bills in half.
Reserve for Taxes.
68 628 88
Monday.
and all improvements Barn and Kettle, limited number of guests come all the way from North Ha- Mansion ln Augusta, Tuesday.
E. T. LONG.
work being done by Past Master
All Other LiabUities,
480688
30
acres
of
land,
$7900.
Mrs.
Christine
Barker
accom

Three
meals
week
days,
two
meals
,
ven
tb
participate,
making
him
s
Mrs
John
Teague,
who
sustained
Direct Factory Agent,
Herbert Gould of Megunticook panied Mrs. Esther Keating and
A very desirable property of 8 Sunday Live in or out. MRS
113 Camden St Rockland Tel. 1503 rooms and two baths; central heat.
Total Liabilities.
$894,258 27
34-36 !ate' but MUce mana*cd
Ket the a bruised hip and cracked ribs in | Grange
A harvest feast was I Mrs Ina Brooks to Boston Sunday
FRENCH Tel. 4O5-W
27tf
Capital Paid Up or $tatu1 best of lt by a few pins after a hot
.. ..
May be used as single or double
HOUSEKEEPER wanted for two
tory Deposit.
$210,765.00
and attended the Flower Show, re
EARLY cut good quality baled house;
exoellent neighborhood,
i taken Tuesday ot the Goodwin
At the P.T.A. meeting to be held turning Wednesday.
ladies in country Pleasant home battle.
Unasslgned Funds
Hay for sale
NEIL RUSSET.I $6500.
But
it.
was
Old
Timer
Sanborn
Nursing
Home,
Waldoboro,
for
remodern
conveniences.
TEL
with
Friday night, March 20, Mrs Rich
(Surplus),
1,14737736
Tel. 408
lltf
A neat little 4-room Home with
Mrs. Marie Butler and Mrs.
34-36 who carried off the top honors, and COvery.
Surplus as Regards
ard Taylor of Auburn, will be the Laura Kirkpatrick attended a sew
more than one acre of land, ga Tenant's Harbor 55-4.
ATTENTION FISHERMEN!
Policyholders.
$1358,142 26
Mrs. Fred Perkins has been in- speaker and show colored pictures
USHERS wanted, for part time with Shields back in some semTrap Stock, largest supply In rage and hen pen. All in good re
work Must be 16 years old Apply blanee of hls best form, the trio of rited
AprlI 17 at the ,n. of her work in Indo-China, where ing class of the Extension Associ
Maine. INDEPENDENT LOBSTER pair for $1500.
Total,
$2,252.40053
see F. H. WOOD. Court House In Person only.
MANAGER. “S boys Sutliffe, Shields and 8an-1 n,uaj meeting and banquet of the | she and her husband are mission- ation Tuesday in Nobleboro.
OOMPANY, Rockland Tel 303.
34-Th-40
33-34 Strand Theatre.
34-36
A surprise miscellaneous shower
129 tf
born, were more than the Ganders Methebesec Club. Rockland.
[ aries. They are now on a furlough
was given Mrs. Vernon Ripley
MAN for short order cook want
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN
Mrs Jefferson Kimball is a sur-1 here.
Management
Sales
ed. Must be reliable. Experience could take. Old Timer Drew of the
INSURANCE COMPANY
Monday night at the Masonic din
TO LET
~ I gical patient at the New England
The Misses Uja and Aune Hill of
not
necessary,
will
train
right
ma
n.
New York, N. Y.
CHARLES E. BICKNELL, II Apply in person. HUMPTY- play committee together with the 1 Baptist Hospital at 91 Parker Hill i Boston have been recent visitors of ing rooms by a group of friends.
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1952
HOUSE to let at 386 Pleasant
Several
from
Union
attended
tho
BEAL ESTATE BROKER
DUMPTY, Corner Park and Broad- business manager, Dorothy Sut-, avenue, Boston 20, Mr. Kimball, their mother, Mrs. Hilda HiU. and
Bonds.
$14,731,650 63
8t.. 7 rooms and barn. Chance for
Governor's Ball ln Augusta Wed Stocks,
TELEPHONE 1574
day.
33-35 llfTe, and the stage manager. Mar- pome for a few days, returned
3876.140 00
garden Inquire 389 Pleasant St
other
relatives
here,
MAIN ST. ROCKLAND. ME.
nesday night.
Cash and Bank Deposits, 763,039 71
EXPERIENCED
or THL. 717-M._____________ 34-lt 509 Rentals
guerite
Adair
completing
plans
for
Tuesday
to
Boston,
to
be
near
her.
Howard Holmes of Presque Isle
Appraisals
Agents’ Balances or Un
Offlce Manager
Guest Officers Night
ROOM to let in Bicknell Block,
the presentation.
The date has
30-tf
collected Premiums.
52398199
Mrs. Joseph Mallon and daugh was in town last week
and
Bethel
Rebekah
Lodge
held
501 Main St., Apt. 1, kitchen privi
been set for April 10, and promises ter, Miss Lorraine Mallon have re
Other Assets,
118,196.13
Mrs Wallace Dolly was caUed to
Accountant
leges if desired. TEL. 503-RK.
an evening of laughs as Aunt Em turned to Boston, after a visit ln Lynn, Mass., last week by the guest officers night Monday with
Desire® Position
ON Rt. 1, to W8rren, a 7-room
34-36
Total 'Assets,
$20,014967 46
nearly 90 visitors and members
to Knox County
House with bam att. for sale;
ma has the tables turned on her, this town with Mr. and Mrs. Ben serious illness of her sister.
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
UPSTAIRS Furnished and Heat 2-car gar, full bath, oil heat, 1 ti A
Interested parties write "CON and learns to make whoopee.
present, with the degree exempli
jamin
L
Davis.
OTHER FUNDS
ed Apt. with flush to let; 58 Ran land. Price right for quick sale FIDENTIAL.'’
% The Courier
$3.31827600
Meetings of the E. A Starrett j The difference between a dry and fied by the guests. The Dove came Reserve for losses.
kin St. TEL. 1153-M.
32*34 AIiBERT C MANK, Tel. Warr-en Gazette., Rockland.
32*34
from
Appleton
Lodge,
and
Tues

Reserve
for
Loss Ad
LOST AND FOUND Auxiliary, SUV will be resumed a
is that one wants to put up
LARGE Front Room to let, well 22-23______________________ 32*37
justment Expenses.
280866 00
heated; 100 UNION ST.
34*36
March 25. after the winter recess , ^e legal bars and the othej to re- day night several officers visited
Reserve for Unearned Pre
FOR SALE
Waldoboro
Lodge.
Agnes
Esancy
PAIR
Men's
Brown,
Suede
Gloves
Picture
Framing
Mrs Grace Andrews of Thomas- store them.
HEATED and furnished single
miums.
7.872.83700
1—4-Room Cottage on Dlx's
lost. Notify S, % The Courier-, ,
.
._
, ...
. . ,
and LllUan Morton visited Pine Reserve
and double rooms, also kitchenette Island, furnished, gas refrigerator,
for Unearned Pre
Gazette.________________ 34*lt|t<,n hRS bfen vlsltlng her
do you
Tree
Lodge,
Coopers
Mills
Wednes

Apt to let; 148 Broadway, TEL. oil stove, $1600.
want a guaranteed
miums.
7.872837 58
798-R or 8891
38tf
Reserve for Taxes,
MAN'S Open-face Oold Watch
__ _
„z,.-__ j
I used car at the price you dream day night.
704893 00
2— 6-room Shore front Colonial
Mrs. Ida Castner has returned to i
lost,
between
Lindsey
St.,
at
Union
All Other Liabilities,
193.342 15
FIVE-Room downstairs Apt.
House built to 1812 with original
about? We have High Grade cars
of
and
First
Nat.
Store
Reward
if
j
Waldoboro
after
being
guest
feature®, 3 fireplaces, 100 acres. 4
A sense of humor is the real
tot. TEL 213-M
at lowest prices ln town. Pontiac,
returned
to
Rockland
Savings
j
Mr
and
Mrs.
OUver
Libby.
Total Liabilities,
$12389,71971
fountain of youth.
FURNISHED and Unfurn. Apts. mile sandy shore front, electricity,
Bank.
32*34
Special Surplus Funds, $48681263
Mr. and Mrs Grover Young of Plymouth, Chevrolet, DeSoto and
so iet. Central and No. End loca water, $9750.
Capital
Paid
Up
or
Statu

3— 4-room Home in Owl's Head
Owl's Head have bought the Wil many others. Suit ynur price, suit
tions. Inquire 11 JAMES ST. 119tf
tory Deposit,
1,500,00000
on paved road, lot of land, 100 ft.
your
pocketbook
and
24
months
to
EGGS
&
CHICKS
liam Davies farm here, to which
SANDING Machine snd Polisher by 100 ft, $660.
Unasslgned Funds
CROSS
pay. Ask us about our amazing
to let Aiso a Wall Paper 8teamer.
they have moved.
(Surplus),
5,858,966 12
4— Attractive 4-room Home, new
SEE
US
FIRST
for
quality
Baby
Inquire st SEA COAST PAINT ly built, one acre land, garage, TEL 82 Limerock SL TEL.
Surplus as Regards
Mr. and Mrs. Zina Merry of “Bargain Box" cars at amazingly
Chicks.
High
Production
crosses
Rockland, Me.
OO 440 Main St
Itf shade trees, $1500.
1335
1139
Policyholders.
$7,645287 75
and purebreds reproduced from Boothbay Harbor were Sunday low prices. Come and see for
25-Th-tf
5— 6-room Farm House, 12 acres,
ONE and 2-room Furnished Apts
yourself. E G Winchenbaugh, 179
flocks direct from breeding souroe guests of Mrs Lillian Simmons.
Total,
$20.014987.46
to let on Willow 8t. TEL. 939 or salt water front, lovely view, barn,
Harco & Hall Black Sexlinks. Ralph
34*35&*37
Robert Stetson of the Warren S. Main St., City
34-Th-40
iau.
lOltf $5000
SECRETARY wanted for gen Hall strain R. I Reds, Golden
E. W OOFFIN,
eral offlce work by OOUNTY EX Sexlinks Maine U S. PuUorum
HEATED and unheated furnished
BERKSHIRE
MUTUAL
FIRE
Tel. 561-W2 TENSION ASSOCIATION, P O Clean U S. Approved. No order
When You Have A
Apts, to let V F STUDLEY. 77 Owl's Head.
INSURANCE COMPANY
32-36 Building, City.
33-34 too large or too small. Prices and
Park St Tels R060 or 1234
Itf
Pittsfield. Maas.
James B.
FOR SALE
MAN wanted. Apply bv letter literature on request BROADACRE
ASSETS, DEC 31, 1952
FOR SALE
POULTRY
FARM,
Box,
R.
No.
Bonds,
$2502.90-J.00
Thomaston, 8 Dunn St , Small STATE NEWS OO., 468 Mato St Edgecomb, Maine. TeL Wiscas
MISCELLANEOUS
Nq matter whether your cough k
BLAKE
33-34
240 Tons Ice
Stocks.
714.134.00
House, att. gar. bath 1st floor;
set 34-11.
33-46 results from a cold or from Upper
TEL. UNION 6-15
Real Estate Owned.
54.000 00
stoker, lot 94x195. 4 bedrooms,
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
for expectant
Bronchial Irritation—you want re
34*&*37
Cash and Bank Deposits, 304.067 08
CLEMENTS RHODE ISLAND lief and you want it fast.
$7000
Write S. A. LAVENDER done at the Mend-lt Shop, 102
MOTHERS ONLY
^Por Sale, on Tarred RoadJ
Agents'
Balances
or
Un

REDS
and
Leghom-Red
Crosses
BRONCHULINE goes right to
26-36 Union St., Grove St. entranoe. Tel
:f you guess exact day of arrival, Houlton. Maine
collected Premiums,
335,748.69
1680. EVA AMES
22*37 have exceptional vigor, high liv work—loosens up sticky choking
i will receive free a baby auto
PAWTUCKET MUTUAL INS. CO. Other
Damariscotta Mills
phlegm, clears and frees Bronchial
Assets,
22,432 04
ability,
make
excellent
profits
for
it. Register now at MEREDITH
Pawtucket.
R.
I.
OH burners, cleaned THE FIXmakes breathing easier.
general or commercial poultrymen. passages,
FURNISHED COTTAGE8
IRNITURE OO, Rookland.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1952
Take two or three doses tonight
IT SHOP, 13# Camden 8t Tel Malne-US. Approved. Puliorum
Total Assets,
$393402386
•tf
before bedtime—a teaspoonful in a
Bonds,
$4983332.76
MAINE ESTATE
1091-W
IStf Clean. Prices reasonable
LIABILITIES, SURPLUS AND
Jones Coal & Ice Stocks.
Write little milk—and And out for you^lf
1916,293.00
SAFETY HARBOR. FLORIDA
IRON. Steel. Metal. Rags and CLEMENTS CHICKS, INC., Route Just how good BRONCHULINE
OTHER FUNDS
kXXXI
Real Estate Owned,
136.43437 Reserve for Losses.
Close to SL Petersburg, Clear
DAMARISCOTTA
TEL. 24-2
Batteries wanted. MORRIS GOR 33, Winterport, Maine.
$180,00080
(3) really is. You must be aatxsfled or
Mortgage
Loans
on
Real
water »nd Tampa.
ELECTROLUX CLEANERS
money
back.
DON & BON, 6 Leland St, Tel
Reserve for Loss Adjust
34*
BABY Chicks. $17 per hundred.
Write tor latormation dreniar
Estate,
10,175.00
A Bonded Service Representative
ment
Expenses,
123-W
98tf
GOODMOW'S PHARMACY
12.600.00
8tarted pullets, one week old. at
139-tf
Cash and Bank Deposits., 550,197 22 Reserve for Unearned
WUl Be in Rockland and Vicinity
DON'T discard your old or day old price, while they last. WIL
Agents' Balances or Un
Monday, March 16 thru
Premiums,
2,«3.63631
antique furniture. Call. H JOHN MOT DOW HATCHERY. Waldo
collected Premiums,
360,76282 Reserve for Taxes,
Friday, March 20
84.099 12
NEWMAN for restoring and re boro. Tel. 91-2.
AUCTION
i Other Assets,
37506.49 A1I Other Liabilities,
29-40 ''
Let Him Demonstrate thc Machine
26.000 00
finishing; 48 Masonic St
Tel
That Yoa Do Not Have to Empty.
BLACK sex-link Pullet Chicks g
1106-M
Itf
$6,694.700 66
Total Assets,
TELEPHONE 395-M
for sale; bred for high egg prodiuc- ®
Total LiaWllties,
32-34
LIAB1LIT1IHS. SURPLUS AND Special Surplus Funds. $2.756334.43
Saturday, March 21—1 to 11 P. M.
tion and resistance to leukosis, w«|^
$77869 23
OTHER
FUNDS
goNoaxxxw
To Women With
aiso have the Silver-Cross ROKES J*
Unassigned Funds
Reserve for Losses.
$273518 33
AMERICAN
LEGION
HALL
UNION
COMMON
POULTRY
FARM,
Cobb
Road.
5
'Surplus),
Sewing Mfg. Co. Sales
1.100800.00
Nagging Backache
Reserve for Loss Ad
Camden, Me. Tel. 2261.
13tf «
The usual large run and good quality. Extra large assort
Surplus as Regards
Service and Repair Write or CaU
justment Expenses,
23.44840
Policyholders.
35$ Water St., Augusta, Tel. 3770 or
SEX-Link Chickens from Pul- 4 ment in Household Merchandise, 208 yds. Armstrong Linoleum,
1,177,889 23
Reserve for Unearned Pre
Nageinr backache,
ot pep and cnerwr.
Rookland Rep, John C. Benson,
lorum Clean U. S Approved stock \ K Lots of Furniture. T.V. and Radios, a Gas Refrigerator, Elec
miums.
3336.410.60
headache* and dlnineie mar be due to akiwTotal,
$76 Broadway, Rockland, TEL. dt/wn of kidney function. Doctors ear good
for sale. The same fine chicks I
2 trical Appliances, Washers, Refrigerators, Motors, Bicycles, etc.
$3994 023.88
Reserve for Taxes,
11533880
$$6-W.
144-tf kidney function ii very important to mod
34-Th-40
you have had for over ten years
AU Other Liabilities.
450.53397
So
many
more
items
too
numerous
to
mention.
hMlth. When some everyday condition, euch
Prescription
Service
Straight run IStic; pullets 31c. I
gwy>wn-Haim Furniture bought as atreaa and strain, causes thia important
DUTCH
NECK
HATCHERY,
Mel>
1948 INTERNATIONAL 3 YD. DUMP TRUCK
$4.199338.00
and aold. Tai 1374-w
O. W fnnct ion to alow down, many folks eofternaaDrugs - Sundries
ARTESIAN WELUJ
rinx backache-feel miserable. Minor blad
1O7C
rills Daria. Tel. 122-23 Waldobsro S
Excellent Mechanical Condition. Te Be Sold 3.20 K i P M.
REWAIJ
der irritations due to oold or wrona diet may
lOtf
TEL. 1204
$3,466,46286
R»r a snail inexpensive scran- cause irettina up nithts or Irequent paaaaees
If You Cannot Attend Send a Bidder.
LEWIS HERBEBT A SON
Don't neglect your kidneys if these condi
SEX-Link Chicks for sale Maine
373 MAIN STREET
(Order: Jack A Tony)
book. you might use several sections tions bother yon. Try Doan's PiUa—a mild
2,495,48296
U
S.
Approved
PuUorum
clean,
DRILLBM SINCE 1$U
diuretic. Used successfully by millions for
ROCKLAND, MAINE
of unprinted newspaper which The „var wears. It's amazinf how many tames
high egg producing stock, very low
TsL Dark Hbr. 74-J
HARVEY
L.
GURNEY, Auctioneer
92-Th-t
mortality BYRON MHIA WaiOourier-Oawtte haa for Mto ■$
M’lt
Tobohi, Tel 4l-J
flit
tern flush out wasta. Get Doan a Pills today!
e very modeot price
123’150
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
cents each for each line, half price each additional time used.
Five small words to a line.
Special Notice! All ’blind ads” so called, L e„ advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
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V&esday-Thursday-Saturday

Lender L0BSTER MEASURE STILL IN DOUBT

THOMASTON
Newa and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements ma; be sent
or telephoned to

Needs A
Thomaston Boy Scout Troop
Seeks Public Spirited
Hearing At Augusta Tuesday Drew Big
Man
Delegations; Strong Pleas Made By
Are there any public-spirited

Fire Ultimatum
CAMDEN

ROCKPORT

(Continued From Page One)

MRS KENNETH HERRICK

MRS KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
Telephone Camden 2483

equipment to care for small fires,
he said, but the time in which tliey
have to get it is much too short.
He did observe that the Rock
Mrs Herman 8hannon was a land Fire Department and. fire
Miss Jennie Moody has returned sachusetts, has returned to her
Alyce Alexander of S.mguest of the Girl Scout Troop at lnsurar.ee fees are now rated with onton’s Corner spent the weekend
ome alter pending the past two home on West Main street. She men who are interested ln keeping
Dealers and Lobstermen At Session
their meeting Monday night. She the fact considered that the de- i !n Omngton with her brother
lonths with relatives and friends was accompanied by her brother, a Boy Scout troop alive in Thom
gave a very interesting talk fol partmer.t supplies fire fighting
n Taunton and Waban, Mass
Simon S. Hahn, who has recently aston?
sister-in-law, Mr and Mrs. ArNearly a, year ago Albert Mills.
lowed by a question and answer servicea to Owl's Head. Rockville , 'hur Thompson
The Woman's Auxiliary of St retired from his position of cashier
Lobster fishermen opposed a as having said. "The dealers have session on Germany. Refreshments
(ohn's Episcopal Church meets at John P Squires Co.. Boston, Jr., resigned, because of the hours
and Glen Cove. These communiWinslow Dillingham has been
themselves up as a little Polit- were served.
tldey night with Mrs Arlene and who will make hls home with of hls work, as scoutmaster of proposed increase of one-sixteenth i
ties are classed as bedroom com- awarded hls 50-year medal as a
buro
to
make
up
their
own
legisTroop 215, Thomaston, after sev cf an Inch ln the minimum legal
Capt. and Mrs. Leon Stinson : munjties
called, to Rockland
j member of St. Paul’s Lodge, No 82
ampinen, Elm street.
his sister.
lation and cram lt down our have returned home after spend
eral years of faithful service, much
lobster measure in a hearing at throats."
Chief Russell said that he has It was presented to him ax his
The committee in charge of the
Miss Jeanette Waldo attended
of the time with no assistant. A
ing the winter in Florida.
been notified of the ultimatum de- home by W M Darrell Pound and
t^mouth Grange supper Satur- the Flower Show in Boston over small troop committee, composed Augusta Tuesday afternoon. Lob
Grossman observed that other
Mrs. Doris Dorlty, Mrs. Jennie 1 Uvered to Owls Head Officially, Ernest Crockett
ay night. 5 30 p m. at the Grange the weekend
of Forest W. Stone. William C ster dealers were ln support of States will follow in Maine’s footWellman and Mrs. Nema Smith | he has no comment other than to
Mr and Mrs Ted Jewett and
will be Mrs Faustina Carney,
Malcolm Creighton has returned Brooks, Jr., Oordon Reed. Walter the measure which would bring the
steps, as she produces more lob- ! attended union Rebekah Lodge I sav that relations with Owl’s Head’s children of Oakland visited over
ihalrman, assisted by Mrs Nettie to Boston, after being called here Strong, and Rev. H. F Leach fi
the weekend with Mrs Jewett's
blnson and Mrs. Clara Lym by the death of hls grandmother, nally succeeded in finding a man Maine legal length up to that of sters than all the rest of New Monday night where they served officials have been most pleasant.
, as gllest officers from Maiden
Owls Head now owns and has Ln parents, Mr and Mrs. Donald
Canada, New York and Massa England together.
burner.
Mrs. Charles Creighton
who reactivated the troop in De
Massachusetts lobster buyers and j cliff Rebekah Lodge. Other mem- the Rockland fire station a small, Joyce.
Mrs Ruth Brackett McLain has
cember, 1952. An assistant was chusetts.
distributors were present at the i
aUending were Mrs. Betty portable Pacific pump for woods'
Neighborhood Club
A
Alan
Grossman
of
Rockland
Mr. and Mrs William Judkins
returned from Boston, where she
The Neighborhood Club met found also, but in February, the acted as attorney for the fisher meeting and explained that there j Haskell, Mrs. Marion Gray and fire and other uses. The Rockland of Simonton's Corner spent the
ttended the Gift Shop exhibits Tuesday night at the home of Mrs Scoutmaster resigned his Job in
is a preference in their State for ! Mrs Maude Greenlaw,
department has use of the unit, weekend In Orono with Mrs Jud
t Hotel Statler and Parker House Francis Jordan. Mrs. Effie Prior this vicinity, again leaving the men with Leslie Dyer of Vinalha the larger lobster.
j There will be a Masonic Assem- also.
ven,
a
lobsterman.
also
speaking
kins sister and husband. Mr. and
There will be a rehearsal of Star was guest of honor, this day being troop with no scoutmaster, as the
Mr Look commented that con- hly Thursday night at the Masonic
Mrs Robert McLaughlin.
People Concerned
officers Monday night, 7 30 at Ma her birthday. Decorations weTe in assistant is unable to continue in on their behalf
servatlon is needed desperately in j Hall. The following will serve as
Dealers presented the argument
full charge. Several additional men
sonic Temple
4-H Club Rally
the Maine lobster Industry, ob-!the committee: Mr and Mrs! In Owls Head, the residents are
keeping with St Patrick's Day A
Mrs Thankful Harris of Mar delicious lunch was served. Pres | have volunteered to bring the troop that the increase in minimum serving that of the 29.000.009-pound
Frank Maloney, Mr. and Mrs. Ro- 50mp’iung less than pleased with
A
4-H
Club
rally was held last
length would give them a more
tinsville who has been spending ent were Mrs. Effie Prior, Mrs committee up to full strength, but marketable
lohster
esneciallv
ln ! Iobster catch in ih* State but 10
bert Crabtree, and Mr and Mrs. R°ckland s decision, especially the Saturday night at theSimonton's
especially
the winter in Bath, ls a guest of Faustina Carney, Mrs Anne Carney the troop cannot be re-registered those States where the Maine !
:!Vera«€<i trom
and Lawrence Hopkins
! J™
“ "^e ’f'5' hM* U
Community Hall with over
without a leader.
Mr. and Mrs Byron Hahn. Glea and Mrs. Frances Jordan
one-half pounds upward. In mak- The parents of the Junior
class ’ 1 together equipment.
1M attending Ten 4-H Clubs from
There are 16 active scouts or minimum iobster is illegal by one lng this statement, he said that be | of Camden High School willmeet
son street, for a month
They ask, why was it that the Kr.ox-Llr.coln Counties were repBeta Alpha Club
two patrols at the present time, sixteenth of an Inch.
iDmes Creighton has returned to
was using figures obtained from , Fricfav. March 20. at the Knowl- r-°’lcc was not received prior tc rented
They contended that there would
The Beta Alpha met Monday with a senior patrol leader who is
Hamburg, N. Y„ being called here
ton Street School Preceding the t,own meetrng so that lt could be
State statistics.
The 4-H Club group coming the
only be a brief period of transi
by the death of his grandmother, night with Mrs Blanche Lermond a First Class Scout. These boys
Another point offered ln support business meeting, supper will be ac<fcl upon and the necessary greatest distance was from Wal
Main street; 27 members were deserve a chance to continue in tion during which fishermen would
Mrs Charles Creighton.
of the longer carapace measure served with Mrs Charles Oood- funds made available at that time pole
Mr. Walker commented that
Miss Frances Hahn who has present. Those on the refresh scouting, and others are Just wait feel the pinch of the change Once was that Massachusetts purchases ridge in charge, All parents are
Miss Margaret Stevens of Orono,
i there are now but a few days in
been spending the winter ln Mas- ment committee were: Ms. Mary ing for their 11th birthday to ap established, the change would be approximately 60 per cent of urged to attend.
assistant State Club Leader, was
Overlock, Mrs. Dorothy Libby, Mrs ply for membership. Out of 2500 beneficial, financially, to both fish Maine's shipments of the crusta
Mrs Jocelyn Christie, a teacher tthlch the town may make ar’ present, also Mrs. Loana Shibies.
Helen Hallowell and Mrs. Gaynol people In Thomaston, isn’t there ermen and dealers.
of remedial reading ln the Oamden rangemento for equipment. Ito County 4-H Club Agent.
ceans.
anyone Interested enough to give
Fishermen contended that they
housing and operation before the
Hocking.
Maine must conform to Massa schools for several years, has ac
For Your Spring
Two movies were shown: "The
one night a week as leader for this would face reduced Incomes for a
cepted a position with the Depart town assessment must be made up 4-H Club Congress in Chicago" and
Mr. Morten Honored
chusetts
measure
to
be
assured
of
fine
organization?
If
so.
please
period
of
two
years
while
lobsters,
i in April.
HOUSECLEANING Gerald Adams, commander of the
ment of Health and Welfare.
"Coast of Maine."
contact Forest W Stone or Wil now legal, were Increasing ln size a market for the chicken lobsters.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Robbins,
Rocklanders Concerned
American Legion Post, accompan liam C. Brooks. Jr.
In addition, lt was stated that
A spontaneous program followed
to the proposed legal length.
Owls Head, a town ta which bet- Refreshments were served by the
ied by vice commander Albert
the governor of Massachusetts, on Mr and Mrs. H Robert Monroe.
Harold W. Look of Rockland,
March 9. signed legislation which and Mrs. A A. Monroe attended ter than 60 per cent of Ito tax- Ayrshire Dairy 4-R Club of Sim
Welch and Adjutant Roy Emerson,
veteran lobster dealer, and Ed
SOUTH HOPE
motored to Friendship Thursday
made the three and three-six the Flower Show ta Boston on payers are non-resldento. Includes onton's Corner.
Mr. and Mrs Gilbert Leonard ward F Olgnoux of Portland, rep-|
j a considerable number of cottage
teenths measure a permanent part Sunday.
! night at the home of Alfred Mor
Square dancing was enjoyed.
and chlldren have moved from the resenting the North Atlantic Lob- j
of the State’s laws.
Baptist Conference
and home owners who are Rockton and presented him with the 25
ster Institute, both spoke In favor
Taylor Farm to Camden.
Half the world scemi to enjoy
Statistics offered by the dealers
The Baptist Bible and Mission- j land business and professional peoyears certificate. Mr Morton has
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Oxton of of the Increase in lobster measure
Included Information that In 1952. ary Conference wil! meet at the pie. Almost all of the beach areas talking about the wicked way the
been recovering from illness, and
Wintnrop. Mass., were overnight which would take the legal length
was not able to attend the Past guests Saturday of Edward Oxton from the present three and one- the Maine lobster catch was Chestnut Street Baptist Church j are owned by Rockland people other half Hves.
700000 pounds less than ta 1961 Friday, with the following pro- while many homes are maintained
Commanders’ Night, when Past
and Mrs. Susie Hemenway.
eighth inches to three and threein the town by people who have
However, the lobstermen received gram:
Commander Walter Hastings pre
Mrs. Mildred Thorndike visited sixteenths Inches.
Camden Theatre
businesses, or practice professions,
$1,300,000 more for their catch
Afternoon
sented the continuous membership her mother, Mrs Annie Webster
Sea & Shore Fisheries Commis
ln the city.
than
in
'51.
awards totaling 928 awards
2:00
p.
m.
Devotions.
Address.
TODAY—MEN! FREE!
at Cooper's Mills Saturday.
sioner Robert Dow observed that
They say this is a reflection of a Biblical Exposition," Dr Ralph
Major Topic
Fred '.Vatmough has employment less than two million pounds of
Bring Your Wives and Galbetter lobster ta the market from I Walker.
Do you want a guaranteed In Lawrence, Mass.
„ ..
_
As the news spread ln Owls
Friends Absolutely FREE!
Maine's annual catch would be
rused car at the price you dream
p. nrress , ur
. Hoad yesterday, lt became the maMr. and Mrs. Wilbert Taylor rendered Illegal by the proposed I Canada and Massachusetts. And,
You Buy Tour Ticket Only
Witness
at
Home,
if
Maine
were
likewise
three
and
about? We have High Grade cars visited Mr. and Mrs
To See . . .
ev'
‘ Jor topic of conversation, and one
Walter Increase ln measure.
three-sixteenths measure, buying liams.
at lowest prices in town Pontiac. Drinkwater Sunday at Spruce
of the major concerns too
The Associated Press credits ,
“
CONFIDENTIALLY
3.20, Open Forum
Plymouth. Chevrolet, DeSoto and Head.
, Some placed the minimum cost
Dyer with having likened the lob- | prices would offset any reduced
3.45
CONNIE”
Special Music.
Address.
,,
i many others, suit your price, suit
Richard Meservey arrived home ster dealer to a ' Little Politburo " J production
_ ", . __ _
,
, i of establishing a fire department
A Comedy Delight starring
,
.
your pocketbook and 24 months to Saturday following
his return I The press association quoted him I, Since returning home, both fac- "Our Baptist Witness ta the ( at
$10,000. Most were concerned,
Janet Leigh, Van Johnson
I t'ons have been heard to agree Congo," Rev William Robbins
I not with the cost, but with the
pay. Ask us about our amazing from service in Germany. Meservey
4.30.
Group
Sessions.
Men-Woj ’hat there is merit to the other
"Bargain Bex" cars at amazingly was discharged from the Army
short time in which they have to
STARTS TOMORROW—
men. Mrs. Doorthy Bently.
low prices Come and see for Tuesday at Camp Devens.
meet Rockland's ultimatum—or be
ADMIRAL
EMERSON i fellow's stand, in some instances
2 HIT SHOW
5.00.
Adjournment.
It
is
natural
for
a
lobsterman
to
William and Donald Hastings
entirely without fire protection
yourself. E G Winchenbaugh. 179
MOTOROLA
CAPEHART
Betty Grable, Kory Calhoun
6.00.
Supper,
with
speaker.
i want to retain the lobsters he
S. Main St.. City
34‘35*‘37 were recent guests of their uncle
In a Gav Technicolor Musical
Evening
I catches, one dealer said; while a
Some ideas should be carried out
and aunt. Mr. and Mrs. Donald
S
1. PRESS THE BUTTON
“MEET ME AFTER
7.15
p.
m..
Opening
Worship.
I fisherman has commented that
—others should be carried out to
I Dennison, in Warren.
No heovy motor to lift off, nothing
7.30, Missionary address, Rev. a basket.
[
som.
method
of
conservation
is
THE SHOW”
to toke apart, no clips or clomps.
Come In and See the
I needed.
When a man has nothing to do
William Robbins.
Plus Leo Gorcy, Huntz Hall
WALLPAPER SAMPLE BOOKst
ATg& ay j
and The Bowery Boys In
8.15. Special Music. Offering.
| he attends to it personally.
Maine has some 5000 lobster
Which Are On Display.
830. Address. "Biblical Basis of
!
fishermen
and
approximately
100
“FEUDIN' FOOLS”
ALL NEW
Our Baptist Witness," Dr. Ralph
| dealers the length of the coast
Plus Ch. 7 of “BLACKHAWK”
LATEST PATTERNS
Walker.
34-lt
I Dealers offer the prediction that
£
WALDOBORO—TEL. IM
2
9.15, Adjournment.
the larger lobster would bring
^Tvery Evening at 8.00. Matinees /.
enough better price to more than ;
offset any loss ta production from i
2. THROW THE BAG AWAY!
SOUTH WALDOBORO
/'
No dust bag, no can, na Filter to
I the increased measure.
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Frank Earl ls v
•?<
empty. Just toss away the paper
ta Portland for a
Alter bag! It's quick, it's easy I
1.30—6.15—830
Many a man looks run down be
A flock of wild
cause of bills hls wife runs up.
Tuesday
morning,
47# MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
“We Service What We Sell”
What this country needs is more year Looks like
6-tf
Mrs. Hazen Hilton has had
penitence in our penitentiaries.
Rod Cameron, Ella Raines
robin around her feeding station
all winter
George A Palmer is confined
— AUCTION —
to hls bed most of the time.
ft
. .. J- :.?::?
MRS GLADYS CONDON. ERIN STREET, TEL 113-3

Correspondent

Telephone 2197

jWALDO THEATRE^

•Jj

BITLER CAR &
HOME SUPPLY

PLUS- JIT POWER SUCTION

At the “AUCTION HOUSE” in BELMONT on Rt. 3
SATURDAY, MARCH 21

Cleans rugs better, foster, easier with i
oir alone. Gets lint, threads and hair j

AT 1 P. M. and 7 P. M

without going back ogain and again. ,

iN«'

wrswaafcasa

w

STUDLEY

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
Farnsworth Memorial Bldg.

12 Main St Tel. 980 Rockland
3333X32EE33S3333S3K35XS’

HARDWARE CO.
MAIN ST.,
TEL. 20
THOMASTON, MAINE

Our best-seller. . .

34-lt

... your best buy

Have a tremendous amount of household
goods for this sale: TT' Sets, 10 Washing
Machines, Vac Cleaners, 4 Chinacloseto
full of Dishes, some old, and Furniture
of all description. More than we can pos
sibly sell In one day.

Many a man wishes his ship
would come in before he is too old
to navigate

When a womans nerves go to
pieces, you're apt to get a piece’
of her mind.

M-nji

San

THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY

34-lt

Academy Award Performance!
(teoaooeeooooaoaooaoooooooooooooooooQoaQoeaaooooor,

STARRING

( ROD CAMERON
CAM
• ARLEEN WHELAN
J FORREST TUCKER ■ KATY JURADO

ARROW DART
$3.95

Easter Toppers

BURT LANCASTER

NONWILT COLLAR KEEPS
FRESH ALL DAY LONG

Cloud-soft fleece with disciplined
fullness. Tuxedo front and deeply
ruffed wide sleeve. In pale pastel
shades.

HIRLEY BOOTH

Modestly full shag. Push-up sleeve,
notched collar and tuxedo front.
Slash pockets. In navy and pastels

Arrow

Jaunty
Uttle lightweight wool.
Softlv collared, deeply cuffed. But
ton-tabbed pockets. Pastel shades

— PLUS —

C"''w

•M****|

broadcloth. Stock up today on

$32.50

Mm

40 MlNl'TES OF FI N

Here’s why more men ask us
for Arrow Dart than any other
shirt. It’s made with the fa
mous nonwilt medium-point
collar that looks good on every
one. Carries the Mitoga trade
mark that means it’s tapered
for better fit. “Sanforized”

$22.50

REPUBLIC PICTU8I

LJ*»»Mc

Dart.

That girl

— ALSO —

$26.95

Arrow Belmont

$3.95

Arrow Par

$3.95

(Fancies and Plain I

in their
house..

~7icStsucoeo‘t,

(Spread Collar)

she spelled

Arrow Radnor
(Round Collar)

trouble!

Arrow Gordon

(Button Down.)
(Colored and White)

Accessory
Suggestions

$3.95

Arrow Dale
Arrow Claridge

$4.50
$5.00
$6.00

(White)

HANDBAGS - - HATS
GLOVES - - SCARFS
FLOWERS

Other Shirts

$2.95

^LAMPLIGHTERS

OFFINS

HASKELL & CORTHELL

MA1M3I 8OCMANOMF.

CAMDEN. MAINE
J*

March’
and “Breakthrough”

Hal Wallis’....... .

Come Back, Little Sheba

IN ROCKLAND...

taa. a m

FRIDAY, MARCH 20

'-"OORE -R RICHWC MECSEl ■ s-xim.iwl.mm .wfShi!-,
a
Ml - MM « M M. . M mmi (mi I mmmwk k:mi

COMPLETE SHOWTS AT: 2.00—6.25—8.30
34-lt

Universalist Church, 8 P. M.

The Women’s Shop

today—-Rogue’s

STARTS SUNDAY—.ALL NEW

Sponsored by the Rockland Chamber of Commerce
Benefit of the Building Pund
34-lt

“MA & PA KETTLE
ON VACATION”

34-U

A Betrothal

Social Matters
Mr and Mis. Gordon Thompson
of Topsfield, Mass., and Mr and
Mrs R K Newcomb of Skowhegan
were weekend guests of Mr and
Mis. John Thompson, Crescent
street.

i

Waldoboro High

*->,

*

Teachers Feted
Camden Teachers Gave Tea
On Tuesday Afternoon For
Two Of Their Associates

A triple birthday party was
celebrated at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Jocelyn Christie and Miss
Mrs. Buddy Roman, the birthdays
Elfie Luginger were honor guests
being Buddy Roman, Kitty Kirk,
and Martha Conway Cake cof at a tea given by the Camden
Teachers’ Association Tuesday aft
fee, and sandwiches were served,
the cake being made by Charles ernoon at the Camden Grade
Fairweather. Those invited were, School. Refreshments were served
Mr and Mrs. Otto Proctor, Mr. and decorations, the handiwork of
and Mrs James Sprague. Mr. and i Mrs. Barbour's fifth grade pupils.
Mrs Herbert Oonway, Mr. and were in keeping with St. Patrick’s
Mrs Buddy Roman of Rockland, ’ Day. Miss Mary Taylor and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Kirk of , Esther Rogers poured.
Mrs. Christie, who recently re
Cushing, and Miss Betty Jewel of
Glen Cote.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike signed as remedial reading teacher
Roman sent a gift but were un to accept a position with the
Health and Welfare Department,
able to attend.
was presented a brief case.
Miss Luginger. a German eleBarbara Brackett, daughter of
Mrs. Marguerite Brackett, left 1 mentary teacher, who has been
Sunday for New York City. She , observing educational methods ln
will see the 8t Patrick’s Day Pa i the Camden schools for the past
rade and spend Easter with rela two weeks, was presented a book
tives.
Miss Cordelia Barnard made the
presentation in behalf of the asso
ciation.
!

Health

An Engagement
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Wads
worth of Cushing, announce the
engagement of
their daughter
Joyce Lan.ae Wadsworth to Ber
nard C. Kaler, Jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bernard C. Kaler of Rock
land. Mr Kaler is serving in the
U. S. NavyNo date has been set for the wed- !
ding.

TENANT’S HARROR

7

•A
Miss Elsa Helena Orff

Mr. and Mrs. Leland L. Orff of
Waldoboro are announcing the en
gagement of their daughter. Miss
Elsa Helena Orff, to Robert W
Seeger, son of Mr and Mrs. Louis
J. Seeger of Woolwich, formerly of
Flushing. Long Island, New York
Miss Orff graduated from Wal
doboro High School in the class
of I960 and Is employed by Syl
vania Electric Company.
Mr. Seeger graduated from
Flushing High School ln 1946 and
attended Merchant Marine Acad
emy. Sheepshead Bay, New York,
moving to Maine in 1947. He
taught piano at Woolwich, and
also graduated from Gates Busi
ness College, Augusta, ln 1952. He
Is now employed as bookkeeper
at Abbott's Chevrolet Garage, Wal
doboro.
No definite date has been set
for the wedding.

WCTU Will Oppose

Temperance Organization To
Make Aggressive Fight
Against Beer Sales At
Army Posts

Mrs Bertha Young and sister
Julia Fobes, who have been at
The WCTU meV Friday after
Wilhairsburg, Va, for the winter,
Dr. Frederick T. Hill, chairman arrived at their home Tuesday, noon with Mrs. Louise Ingraham.
program committee, at the New where they will remain for the Worship service on the theme
"Building on Good Foundation”
England Hospital Assembly, March summer.
was conducted by the chairman in
23-26 has sent out a letter, with a
Rebekahs Entertain
the absence of Miss Mabel Spring.
cordial Invitation for all trustees
Mrs. Ethel Oolbum, reporting on
to attend. The letter reads as fol-, Ouest officers at Good Luck Re
lows: "Special efforts have been I bekah Lodge of Waldoboro, Tues the Department of Literature, and
made by the program committee of day night were: Noble Grand. Ma the boxes at various public places
the New England Hospital Assem rion Watts; right supporter Mary were being kept supplied and much
bly to develop a session of unusual Wiley and left supporter, Armeda was being used, especially copies of
interest to small hospital trustees Daniels. Also attending were Mr the Union Signal.
This Is to be held on Tuesday af and Mrs. Harold Dowling, Mabel
Mrs. Clara Emery gave a report
ternoon, March 24 and is to take W'lson. Ethel Coffin. Nellie Boyles, on letters written to Legislatures
the form of a panel discussion on Phyllis Falla. Vivian Lcppanen, and members of the Liquor control
"This Is Your Hospital." Those Eleanor Tyler. Ena Hawkins, Ma committee on bills coming up for
participating will be W Earle rlon Thompson. Alice Daniels, Ann hearings, and of her attendance at
Goss, trustee; Miss Elmina L Monaghan and Myrtle Taylor.
the hearing March 3 on the bill for
Officers and teachers of the Ten licensing retail sales of wine.
Snow, administrator; Dr. Samuel
A. Dlbbins. doctor; Mrs. Alice Wil ant’s Harbor Baptist Sunday
Mrs. Ingraham read an item from
lett, nurse and Mrs. Fulton Browne School, will meet Thursday night the Christian Herald on the value
auxiliary president with Raymond with Mrs. James Taylor.
of writing letters protesting inde
P. Sloan serving as moderator Va
sirable features on the radio, espe
rious questions will be brought up seeing you and your trustees in cially the beer ads, in proximity
for discussion involving small hos Boston on the 24th of March.
to childrens programs. One wom
pitals, medical staff relationships,
—KCOH—
an’s letter expressing her disap
administrator, trustee relationships,
Mrs. Neil Burgess and Mrs. AUce proval caused the radio station to
auxiliary activities, etc. It will Sampson, North Haven,. cut and change lt.
prove a helpful experience to your sewed 12 binders for the hospital
Members were urged to write
trustees, to you and to your hospi patients
Secretary of Defense Charles E.
tal. WiU you try to promote inter
Wilson, Pentegon, Washington, D.
est on the part of your trustee ; Nothing beautiful can be carved C, regarding the Information that
group by attending? WUl you urge from rotten wood
the Air Force is trying to get reg
them to take with them, any spe
ulations from the Department of
cific questions they might like to
Burdell's Dress Shop. We have Defense, permitting them to put
hear discussed? We will anticipate 13 Women's and Musses Dresses package stores, for sale of beer, on
reduced to $10 each. Maybe we Air Bases. Also the Army Is trying |
SSSSSMKMMSXiMXttUtV,
have your size
34-Lt to stretch regulations, not now on '
the statutes to permit the sale of j
Do you want a guaranteed liquor at Army post exchanges.
used car at the price you dream
Alcohol, In what ever form or
about? We have High Grade cars quantity, is a narcotic poison and
at lowest prices in town. Pontiac. a deterrent, even in small amounts,
Plymouth. Chevrolet, DeSoto and and has no place ln the training of
many others. Suit your price, suit good soldiers and airmen.
It was agreed by members and
your pocketbook and 24 months to
pay. Ask us about our amazing other readers of the Union Signal,
“Bargain Box" cars at amazingly that the weekly Washington Letter
low prices. Come and see for edited by Elizabeth Smart, Is of
yourself E. G. Winchenbaugh, 179 special value to those wishing to be
S. Main St., City
34'35&,37 well informed on what Is going on
in Washington, D. C. It is direct
concise and authoritive.
The next meeting, March 27,
would be held at the Farnsworth
Museum with Mrs. Augusta Chris
tie, State WCTU president and
Representative to the State Legis
lature as guest speaker Members
of other womens clubs invited to
attend.
Members and friends were asked
r
to attend the Silver Medal Speech
Contest Friday at 3 p. m., at the
Junior High Assembly, sponsored
a-T
by the local union.

no work...no

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday <
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No MotfjS /

All work and no play makes Jack
for the sanitariums.

Winners Of Essay Contest
Revealed At FHA Session;
Junior Prom In April

cookies and coffee were served
bullet style. Guests present were;
Mrs. Oladys Stinson, Mrs Alms
Walker, Mrs. Annabelle Stone,
Mrs. Alice Woodman. Mrs. Pauline
Pulkklnen, Mrs. Ellen Roes, Mrs
Lura Moorlan, Mrs. Mary Dyer.
Mrs. Margaret Grlndle, Mrs. Oladys
Daucette, Mrs. Anne Burgess, Mrs.
Annie Farrell, Mrs. Virginia Morang.Mrs Irene Raynes. Mrs. Helen
Buckminster, Mrs. Irene Decker.
Mrs. Bertha Perry, Mrs. Irene Pipicello. Mrs. Nina Perry, Mrs. Bar
bara St. Clair, Mrs. Irene Bray,
Mrs. Maxine Bray, Mrs. Mary Epps.
Mrs. Miriam Isbell. Sending gifts
but unable to attend were Miss
Dorothy Maddocks. Mrs. Lillian
Lindsey, Mrs. Helen Kaler, Mrs.
Ann Gulstin. Mrs. Nellie Reed, Mrs.
Ruth Farrell. Mrs. Elisabeth Walk
er, Mrs. Kay Philbrook, Mrs. Helen
Learned, Mrs. Mollie Smith, Mrs.
Betty Haskins, Mrs. Arlene Wood
man, Mrs. Olive Dow, Mrs. Beth
Seavey, Mrs. Myra Scammon.

Last Friday, the FH A. held a
club meeting and winners who will;
attend the electrification essay and,
radio script banquet were an
nounced. The following will at
tend: Seniors, Nancy Eugley, Vio
let Maxwell, Althea Orfl, and
Gwendolyn Simmons; sophomores.
Jeannlne Cushman and Patricia
Starrett. At the banquet, state
and county prize winners will be
announced.
It was voted to contribute $5 to
the ita’e delegate fund, to pur
chase and frame the FHA. creed;
to buy small equipment for the
Home Economics Room, to have a
committee decide and plan a pro
gram for the May P.T.A. meeting.
The committee members are Vio
let Boggs, Mildred Prior, Gwen
dolyn Simmons and Janet Vannah. |
DUTCH NECK
On Monday, it was announced
Mrs. Austin Wallace very pleas
that the 8tate FHA.. meeting
antly entertained the local WCTU
would be held May 16 at Oorham
Wednesday night at her home with
State Teachers College.
10 present. The meeting was con
Preparations are well under way ducted by the president, Mrs. Mer
for tlie Junior Prom. The date is ton A. Benner. Her subject for
April 10.
Committees for the the evening was "Building for To
prom are as follows: Orchestra. tal Abstinance through United Ac
Rosslyn Castner, Dolcres French, tion. At the close of the meeting
Sharon Day; advertising and tic-I Mrs. Wallace served refreshments
kets, Damon Hilton; decorating,1 and a social hour followed.
Beverly Phipps, Ronald Kennedy,
Mr. and Mrs. Melville Davis, Mr.
Sharon Day; clean-up, Louis Oook,
and Mrs. Austin Wallace, Mr. and
Gordon Winchenbach.
Mrs. Everett Winchenbaugh and
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Hayes at
OWL’S HEAD
tended the North Nobleboro sup
The LR.&M. Club met Monday per and party last Tuesday night.
night at the home of Mrs. James
Charles Miller accompanied by
Farrell. Members present were; Mrs. Claude Miller and Mr. and
Mrs. Helmi Morang. Mrs. Viglnla Mrs. Warren D. Smith visited at
Morang. Mrs. Lucille Payson, Mrs. the home of Mrs. Belle Hall at
Louise Carroll, Mrs. Ruth Har Damariscotta Sunday.
rington. A social evening was en
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Miller and
joyed and refreshments
were two children were Sunday guests
served.
of her mother, Mrs. Myrna Ben
Mrs. John Candlano and daugh ner in Randolph.
ter Patricia who have been staying
Mrs. Arthur Chute and Mrs.
the past several days at the home Chester A. Hayes were at the Lin
of her sister and brother-in-law, coln Home in Damariscotta Thurs
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Edwards, have day afternoon. Mrs. Chute at
returned to Asbury Park, N. J.
tended a Board Meeting and Mrs.
A public meeting will be held at Hayes visited at the Home.
the Town Hall Wednesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Bedfield Miller of
March 25, at 7 p. m. to discuss
Lawry were Sunday guests at the
several articles which are to come
up In a special Town Meeting to j home of Mr. and Mrs. Claude Mil
ler.
be held March 30.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Chute and
Stork Shower
Mr and Mrs. Fred Chute were
Mrs. Bernyce Gieseman was business visitors in Augusta Friday.
honor guest at a stork shower held j Mr. and Mrs. 8. Austin Wallace
Friday night at the home of Mrs were Sunday guests of their cous
Lloyd Clark, Talbot avenue. Rock ins, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Strout
land. An umbrella, attractively' in Brunswick.
decorated In pink and bine held j Mrs. Arthur Chute spent Sunday
the many dainty gifts. Delicious with her sister, Mrs. Perley Win
refreshments of sandwiches, cake, ‘ chenbach at Back Cove, who is

M war!... Simply put
EXPEU-O Hanjert in clouts,
and sprinkle Crystals In chests
and drawcn...M worry..."cs-ray” Vapor penetrates every
seam and (old o( a garment—spots not reached by ordinary
spraying... M moths ... all moth life is quickly destroyed
by es -ay" Vapor.
3^ up

Right away I need * let of
second hand commode* — the
painted Uft-top type.
I pay
1760 each for them.
We can alio use quite a few
more of the wooden spindle back
benches.
If you really want to get the
top prices for any antiques you
have (or sale, marble-top tables
included—then by all means get
my bid on them before you sell.

Write er Phone

SENTEKpCRANE'S

W. J. French
33-M

Benefit Hall
Liberty Community Hall Associa
tion is holding a »Penny Carnival
on March 21, with Farley Weeks
as master of ceremonies and auc
tioneer, and general chairmen, Mr.
and Mrs. Claudius 8. Knowlton;
penny card committee, Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Newell; supper commit
tee, Mrs. Catherine Worthing, and
refreshment committee, Mr. and
quite ill.
Mrs. Ella WaUace of South Wal
doboro is visiting at the home of
her brother and sister-in-law Mr.
and Mrs. Claude Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Simonds of
West Roxbury, Mass., spent the
weekend at the Newcastle Inn at
Newcastle and whUe there visited
their new farm home here. Mr.
and Mrs. Simonds wiU take up
residence early in April.

Mrs. Lyman Boynton.
The carnival will open with a
chainsaw contest at 10 p. m , with
Fred Roy and Elden Maddocks, Jr.,
ln charge. Prizes will be given the
winners. From 12 to 1 p. m., a
free television show will be given.
There will be moving pictures
shown ln the smaU room ln the
basement, several times during the
day. Madam Francenea will be on
hand to tell fortunes; basketball
foul shot contest from 3 to 4 p. m
with Principal WUliam Currey of
Walker High in charge. A public
supper wiU be served from 5 to 7
p. m.
Local organizations having booth
and articles for sale are, PTA
Booth, In charge of Barbara
Creasey and Mildred Mosher; Stu
dent Council Booth, Faith Living
stone, Burleigh Foy and William

Never bet on a sure thing un
less you can afford to lose.

Tele Vision
"Service after the sale” Is our
slogan and has been since "Bioadcasting Began." Experience and
technical knowledge combined with
proper, latest Instruments Insure
our customers TV satisfaction
House-Sherman, Inc., Main St,
Rockland.
Adv.

Open Saturday
’til 9 P. M.

&ii
400 MAIN ST.

GIRLS’ ’FT*
New Easter?

t

I

I

3

Sizes 7 to 14
. . , from

Sizes 3 to 6x

See the Newest
5th Ave. Fashions!
Women's Coats

All beautifully tailored
. . .pick them now

This is your cordial invitation to
view the fashion magic of a new
Spring Season. Silhouettes in a
soft feminine mood . . . colors
in fresh unexpected ways . . .
fabrics in textured richness.

It’s the fabrics that Uft these coat* to
enchanting new heights!
Rich silky
ottoman rayon failles, lustrous rayon
bengalinet>, all wool dimple check*, all
wool worsted gabardines, window pane
checks, rayon sheen gabardines. Luxuri
ous toppers in soft all wool checks and
fluffy fleece*.

Come In and See
the New Designs!

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
Furriers Since 1907

LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCK OF
CLOTH AND FUR COATS IN MAINE

16 SCHOOL STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Breathtaking new silhouettes, coronation
Inspired styles, doll waists, flare backs,
gored backs, rich rayon velvet trims, ele
gant braid trim*, colorful contrast trims,
pearl glow buttons, glittering rhinestones.
Many with matching hats and handbags.

Navy and all the newest fashion colors!
Sizes 3 to 6x and 7 to 14.

' SPRING
toppers

LAY-AWAY NOW!
A Small Deposit Will
Hold Your Selection

oys’ Leisure *
All

SUITS

Fabrics.
Latest
Styles.

$2500

waist slacks

VESPER A. LEACH
367 MAIN ST.

TEL. 133

99

Well tailored 2-pteoe suits In new
wrinkle resistant, washable rayon
gabardine. Two-tone check front
jacket has solid color back and
sleeve*. Choice of button front or
zipper styles.
Matching
boxer

SPECIALTY STORE

HIGH STREET
CAMDEN. MAINE

Community Hall Association Will Stage
Grand Party March 21—Proceeds

. . . from

Wool

WANTED

PENNY CARNIVAL IN LIBERTY

Grosser; Firemens’ Booth, Hlrlam
Bacheldor and Arthur Adams;
Georges River Grange, games, Mr.
and Mrs. Vernon Wyman; South
Montville Grange, aprons, Mrs
Mary Bartlett.
Local schools having sn exhi
bition are: Walker Primary. Mrs.
Katherine
Allenwood;
Walker
Grammar, Mrs. Elsie Adams;
South Liberty, Mr. Westerfield.
The penny scotch and Chinese auc
tions will be receded by a free en
tertainment starting at 730 p. m.,
furnished by organizations having
booths, closing with a free dance,
music furnished by Bartlett’s Or
chestra.
|,
Proceeds of the carnival wiU be*
used to buy seats for the hall.

ROCKLAND,

Size* J to

6.

BOYS' SPRING SLACKS
Crease
with

resistant

rayon

gabardine

belt,

elastic

back

half

snug fit, cuffed.

brown.

Sines 3 to

for

Navy - green •

6.

99

r

Tuwday.Thursday»Satirday
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TV TESTS FROM MT. WASHINGTONFCC Gives Permission For Test Signal

Over TOO Mile Radius From Mountain

e

¥

The Federal Communications
Commission today granted permis
sion to Mount Washington TV.
Inc., applicant Ior a television
broadcast station atop 6288 foot
Mount Washington to conduct
signal tests on a temporary basis
from top of the mountain. These
signal tests, not capable of regular
TV picture reception, will be car
ried on VHF channel 8. starting
Immediately for the purpose of ob
taining proof of proposed coverage
of the new TV station. Results of
these studies are for presentation
to the Federal Communications
Commission.
Channel 8 (VHF) presently as
signed to the Lewiston. Maine,
area under FOC allocations has
been requested to be licensed for
use on Mount Washington ln the
application filed with FOC. Jan.
16.
This channel ia generaUy
recognized as the only one which
can be utilised on Mount Wash
ington under present government
regulations and at the same time

give wide rural coverage to North
ern New England. In addition to
being able to cover Lewiston-Au
burn with grade A service, TV
signals from Mount Washington
would also reach out and cover
24,000 square miles of land area
ln Vermont, New Hampshire,
Maine, and the Province of Que
bec, Canada.
The Mount Washington proposal
is presently contested by two com
peting applications for channel 8,
One application Is that of Lewlston-Aubum Broadcasting Corpora
tion, owner of WLAM, Lewiston,
Maine, of which Frank S Hoy ls
president. The second compet
ing Lewiston application for chan
nel 8 was filed by a corporation op
erating WCOU-AF-FM at Lewis
ton.
Federal regulations require con
tests for use of TV frequencies to
be settled only after public hear
ings are held to enable the FCC
to choose the applicant found to
be able best to serve the public

Interest. The Mount Washington
proposal would rendeT television
service to nearly 1503.000 people
in three states. This appUcatlon
shows micro wave relay Unks
would be built to carry live major
network programs from New York
and Boston to the mountain for
transmission. The Mount Washing
ton station’s studio would be lo
cated in Poland Springs. Maine.
Sensitive TV signal recording
apparatus Installed in a station
wagon wdll be driven Into many
Northern New England communi
ties where measurements will be
made ot signals transmitted from
Mount Washington. Among some
of the places listed to be visited
are Augusta. Waterville, Belfast,
Camden, Rockland, Thomaston
Waldoboro, and Damariscotta.
Mount Washington TV, Inc., ls
composed of Northern New Eng
land radio station owners and op
erators. Principals ln the con
cern are former Governor Horace
Hildreth of Maine; William H.
Rea. Jt., of Pittsburgh, Pa., asso
ciated with a Portland radio sta
tion. WPOR, and the president of
that company, Harold Meyer; John
Gulder, Littleton, N| H„ attorney
and owner of WMOD, Berlin,
N. H.; Carleton D. Brown of
Waterville, Maine, presidenf ot
corporations
operating
WTVL,

Y—

If

Also
Featured

Maple Nut Cake

TORCS

tUHA Md

LAMB LEGS
Genuine Young Spring Lamb * Light Soft Meat

Fresh Fruits
and Vegetables

OVEN READY

REGULAR DRESSED

Northern Spy Native *

LB

65c • lb 73c

Oown 20<

fc

Lb. from a Year Ago - Choice-CutFrom Heavy Steer Beef

1 *-“•c-

RIB ROAST
Dna J0« • Psitnd from • Year

LB 59c

Aga - Chat*. ■ Haavy Steer B..I

FACE RUMP

u 89c

Roast

Oawa lte • baaad (ram ■ Year Age

* 85c

Dewn 14Vi« e Peund trem e Veer Age - FreiMy Ground

HAMBURG “«»“ 2

89c

Apples

2 LBS 33c

Florida Juicy - Good Size

4 FOR 29c

Grapefruit

Babijuice - Tree Ripened - Good Size

2 DOZ 65c

Oranges
Crisp, Flavorful - California

2 bchs 19c

Carrots

CELLO

Celery

2 DC

pkg

Arm Luscious Ripe

Tomatoes

ceplklg°

19c

Hans'm, Thick Leafed

Yeung Tender Perk te Ro««» - Chine Ind U>. »•«

PORK LOINS «XKL«49c
TURKEYS

S. No. I * Extra Fancy

Andy Boy Crisp Pascal

CUBE STEAK

Down 16« Lb. from a Yoor Ago •

U.

CELLO

Spinach

PKG

19c

Northorn Broad Breasted - Meaty

OVIN MARY

Lt

63C

Featuring
This Week

*

HADDOCK FILLETS
WHOLE HADDOCK

LB 35c
LB 19C

ae Dasirod

Dole Golden Cargo

More Savings
For You!

Pineapple

2 CANS 35c

cXsted**

Pineapple Chunks "ca*’’33c
Sliced Pineapple

All Purpose Family
25 LB

Finast Flour

BAG

*1.79

16c

can

New Size - Special Introductory Price

Sliced Pineapple '* ’<5&UAT 19c

Highly Refined

4

2 CTNS 25c

Pure Lard
Cloverdale - Fine Table Quality

Margarine
Richmond Whole Unpeeled

Anricots
Fancy California

From

- 21c
I LB
13 es

CAN

California
Reeat • Extra Largo

29c

Prunes

™ 49e

•

£« 27c

Richmond • Mod. Site

I LB

Spinach isl9c • 2is,29t

&S 47c

Prunes
Fin art • Fancy Soodloaa

™ 18c

Raisins

Standard Red Ripe

Tomatoes

Dried Fruits

2i« 27c

Finaat • Extra Large

Apricots

on

49c

Onego Prtcea aftactlve at 114 Mata St, Th.ma-an; « <>»««« Su. Backport; tt Mala St,
Wa Iteoarva Mw Right te Limit Quantitia.

FIRST

NATIONAL

STORES

k

UNION SOLDIER GETS BRONZE STAR

Page Seven

Portland Airport

AT STRAND THEATRE, THURSDAY THRU SATURDAY

Whole State Is Concerned
With Inadequacy Of the
Field
The proposal to build a new run
way and extend one of the exist
ing runways at the Portland ai’port
is of Importance to the entire
| State of Maine. It ls much more
| than a strictly local problem.
Portland's present airport la in
adequate and hazardous. Northeast
! Airlines cannot operate their Con
vairs out of Portland fully loaded,
due to the short runways. Last
summer, Northeast had to turn
away more passengers to and from ]
New York than they were able to j
: carry. If the Portland airport Is!
Pvt. Leonard is pictured beside a communications truck of the
[ improved, Northeast will be able to J
Signal Corps which he operated in Korea.
operate fully-loaded Convairs and
Pfc. Robert H. Leonard, husband has placed you in an undesirable will also be able to operate Con'
of Marilyn Maxey Leonard af Thom position, but to ease this, I wish stellatlons and DC-6's.
Terry Moore decides to rent a room in Burt Lancaster’s house in this
aston and son of Mr. and Mrs.Clar- to say that lt hasn’t been to no | The cost of the proposed lmprovements to the Portland airport “e“ ,r“” lrH*!„V'a"i’’„a“"g and comPellin« D’otlon picture dram.
avail.
,.
„
Come Back Little Sheba, academy award contender opening today at
ence Leonard of Union has been
His going home is considered a ftould run to approximately 81,700,- the Strand Theatre In Kockland. Co-starring in this penetrating de
awarded the Bronze Star for great loss to me and the platoon 000. Of this sum, the Federal Gov- piction of human emotion is Shirley Booth, who after a brilliant career
but he has served hls country in ernment will provide 50 per cent.
the legitimate stage, makes her film debut as Burt Lancaster’s wife.
meritorious service in Korea.
Pfc. Leonard has arrived home a superior manner and has earned Under normal circumstances, the
from the Far East and will be the right to be home with hls family State would provide 25 per cent1
AT KNOX THEATRE FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
discharged March 26.
For hls devotion to duty and And the City would provide 25 per
The following letter was received superior quality of work I have | cent.. Portland has already agreed
by his wife last week from the given him the Bronze Star for to purchase the needed land at a
j cost of approximately $50,000 PreCommanding Officer of Leonard’s Meritorous Service.
I Remain Sincerely ’ sumably, Portland would be able
platoon.
Gene G. Pickett j10 make additional contributions
February 11, 1953
to the cost of expansion; but it will
"Dear Mrs Leonard:
2nd. LtSig.C.
Today your husband departed my
Wire Oper. Pit Officer” be absolutely necessary that the
platoon at 9 a. m. for hls trip home,
PFC Leonard recleved hls basic State provide the bulk of local
in good health.
training at Ft. Eustis, Virginia be funds.
Northeast Airlines officials are
I wish to express my most sincere fore going to the Far East last
gratitude and appreciation for the April. He served with the Second anxious to bring better airline ser
devotion to duty he has given while Signal Company ln the Second vice to Maine. Slick airways wants
a soldier in my platoon.
Infantry Division as telephone to give Maine the benefit of air
freight. (Slick Is presently operat
I know his being away from home installer repairman and lineman.
ing out of Portland by truck be
cause the airport Is inadequate.)
Waterville, Maine, president of son Jesse Johnson who recently
The Improvement and expansion of
Maine; and William F. Rust, Man returned from Korea, following
air service ln Maine Is keyed di
chester, N. H„ radio engineer.
two years' service.
rectly'to the Portland airport.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Nash quietly
If the Portland airport ts ex
observed their 62th wedding anni panded; the State will continue to
WEST WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Chase versary last Wednesday. Mrs. Nash be o'- the "air map" of the r- jrthand two sons of Chamberlain, Mr is gaining slowly from her recent' eastern United States. If th? airport is not expanded, Portland and
and Mrs. Sherman Smith and illness.
Lieut. Mary Waltz who has been au Of Maine will soon find themtwo sons of Waterville were Sun
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey spending two weeks with her par-! selves taking a back seat In the deents, Mr. and Mrs Herbert Waltz j velopment of New England,
Winchenbach.
left by plane Saturday for Camp i Portland’s problem ls the State’s
Mrs. Irma Winchenbaugh enter
Stoneham, Pittsburgh, Calif. From j problem. Let’s do something about
tained the Wesley Society last
there she will leave for Elmendorf,
Thursday afternoon with 11 pres AFB. Anchorage, Alaska, where she
ent. Mrs. Edith Eugley will en will be stationed.
Louise
Winchenbach,
Brenda
tertain the society. March 26.
Mrs. Standley Cobb and daugh- Waltz, Jean Mayo, Lorraine John- Rod Cameron in a scene from “San Antonio”. On the same program
another new 40 minute Bug Bunny Cartoon Revue.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Coombs of ter Martha entertained Mrs Viola son. Betty and Sharon Holmes.
Damariscotta Mills were Sunday Kuhn, Mrs. Goldie Sheffield, Mrs Mary Lou Little, Butch and Ricky
terest in the affairs of the day,
callers at the home of Mrs. Viola
Catherine Waltz and Mrs. F.orence Sproul.
Mothers present: Mrs.
A Tribute
gifts which brought to herself, as
Kuhn.
Foster at “samba” last Thursday Virginia Wlnchenbach, Mrs. Sadie
The death cf Helen L. Carr oc- well aa to others, keen enjoyment
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Peterson of evening.
Little, Mrs. Lois Vantlah, Mrs. Vic curred on January 5th at her home
of life and which will cause her to
Methuen. Mass., visited friends
tor Verney, Mrs. Ralph Gallagher on Elliot Street, Thomaston. Com be missed as a friend, a neighbor,
Celebrates Fifth Birthday
here over the weekend.
and Miss Dorothy Johnsen. Games ing, as it did, after a long and a townswoman.
Chalmer Krah was given a party
Curtis Sidellnger and daughter
were plaj’ed and refreshments tedious Illness lt did not bring to
of Sorrento, Mrs. John Crane and last Thursday on her fifth birth
Helen Louise Carr, a lifelong
served. Chalmer received many her many friends the shock of un
day
by
her
mother,
Mrs.
Kenneth
son John of Brunswick were here
resident of Thomaston, was bom
nice gifts.
expectedness. non-the-less it did there December 23, 1876, the
last Wednesday to attend the fu Krah. The following young-ters
Truth isn’t stranger than fiction brmg a lasting sense of re?ret and younger of the two children of
neral services of Mrs. Hudson attending were: Diar.e Miller and
——
All —- V, I— —a ««• Lnv -.-111 1 w ex —~.
Patty Day of Dutch Neck, John —it lust seems a stranger because loss. All who knew her will long Thomas A. and Elizabeth Elliot
Eugley.
cherish In their memory the re- ’ carr. Thc loss of her brother
Mrs. Bessie Pinkham and daugh and James Gallagher of Damari few recognize it.
collection of her warm personality, j
a very promising young
ter of Augusta were recent visitors scotta, Wendy and Karen Varney
When auditors start going over her natural gaiety, her kindness of man who died ln his early thirties,
of Wiscasset. Penelope Plummer
of Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Nash.
Mrs. Ralph Eugley went to Mas of Sheep-cot, Billy and Robert Po- the books of a missing cashier they heart and speech, her friendly ln- was a great blow to the family and
. terest in people and her eager in- a most sorrowful occurrence ln her
sachusetts last week to meet her land of Gross Neck, Martha and find he didn’t miss much.
—
I young Ufe.
She was educated In the Thom
aston schools, graduating from the
High School in 1895. After that
graduation she took up the study
of piano, continuing study ln Port
land and Boston and finally gradu
ating from the New England Con
servatory of Music.
Returning
home she became active ln musical
circles Including the Rubinstein
Club of Rockland, at one time being
its president. For many years she
taught piano ln her home.
At the time of her father’s death
she took over hls insurance busi
ness and carried lt on under the
old name of T. A. Carr & Company,
continuing until her own death.
In the summer of 1922 ahe aold
her old home, the house on Main
street next west of the Baptist
Church, now owned and occupied
by* Mrs. WlUiam T. Smith, aid
bought the house on Elliot street,
which was the old Elliot home
stead.
In later life she suffered deaf
ness. and, as a help ln overcoming
this handicap, she became much
Interested ln the Speech Readers
Club of Rockland which waa organ
ized ln 1929, and with which ahe
became affiliated soon after, serv
ing as Its vice president from 1911
and stiU holding the office at her
passing.
She waa a member of the DAK.
Society and also a devoted member
of St. John the Baptist, Episcopal
Tha itrlklng naw Bal Air Sport Coupa, ona
Of 14 beautiful aod.lt In 3 great new lariat.
Church.
Faster getaway by far —on far less gas
Funeral services were held at
that church at 10 o'clock, January
high-compression engine* — the most
Now Chevrolet brings you an entirely
8th, the pastor, Reverend Ernest O.
powerful engine in the low-price field.
new Powerglide automatic transmission*
Kenyon officiating. Her nearest
This great new power team brings you
with new power, new performance, new
surviving relatives are her cousins,
MORE MILES PER GALLON OF
gasoline economy.
Mrs. Lena CaldweU of Dover. N. H,
GAS ... the most important gain in
New automatic starting range—lets you
and Richard O„ Arthur J. and
gasoline economy in Chevrolet’s history!
flash smoothly away from a standing start
Frank D. Elliot of Thomaston.
Why not see us for a demonstration?
with faster, more positive acceleration.
Burial waa ln the family lot ln tha
New automatic passing range for city
'Combination of Powerglide automatic trans
Thomaston cemetery.
mission and 115-h.p. “Blue-Flame" engine
driving— releases a great burst of pent-up
optional in “Two-Ten" and Bel Air models
Frank D. Elliot,
power at the touch of a toe.
at extra cost. (Continuation of standard
Her ooualn.
Teamed with this new Powerglide is
equipment and trim illustrated ts dependent
Chevrolet’s new 115-h.p. “Blue-Flame”
on availability ol material.)

CHEVROLET

Entirety NEW
f/tnuq/t out/ f/trotey/f

MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS THAN ANY OTHER CARI

SEAVIEW GARAGE, Inc.
689 Main Street, Rockland, Maine

CLAYT BITLER
Wants to Set YOU About

ggod/Vcab
TIRES

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS

Photo by Harlow
The Ides of March was observed by the Latin Club at Rockland High Friday evening with Edward
Sleeper taking the role of Caesar and Miriam Mosher that of Calpurnla. Pictured above In the cast were,
lett, Mary St. Peter ln the role of a flower girl; Caesar and Calpurnla; Joan Duncan as gown bearer and
Carolyn Bray as a flower glrL

Last Friday evening the Latin
ClUb put on its annual affair The
Idee of March under the direction
of Mrs. Pitts, As usual it was a
very Interesting and gay affair. De
spite the rain, there was a very
good sized turnout and everybody
had a good time.
The club staged a play called
"Turianus Gets A Father" during

intermission. Taking part ln the
play were: Carolyn Bray as Tubla
John Bird as Rufus, Arthur Gray
as Pubhls, Mary St. Peter as Ceicilia, Ed Hanson as Turianus, Ed
ward Sleeper as Marcus and Jan
Adleman and Miriam Mosher as
the slaves.
The most colorful event of the
evening, however was the crowning

Thomaston—The Irish .Minstrels
go on stage tonight at Watts HaU
and the ball Is to be staged Friday
evening with the King and Queen
of the Green to be chosen.

Camden — Joan Bennett. 7>3
placed first In the try-outs for the
State Foul-shooting contest for
girls with Joan Arau and Betty
Qalantl placing second and third
respectively. On March 7, Princi
pal Goodridge furnished transpor
tation for the girls attending the
State Contest which was held at
Westbrook High School.
Here.
Joan placed fourth, making 28
baskets out of a possible 35. Others
attending the contest were Mary
Bennett who acted as receiver,
Betsey- Jo Rulter, and Betty
Qalantl
Lincoln Academy—Ground has
been broken for a 40.004 addition
to the academy, the first change iu
the structure In 55 years. Approxi
mately $10,000 of the cost of the 60
by 70 foot addition has been do
nated by alumni and people of the
Damariscotta-Newcastle area.

Rockland — Arnold
McKenney,
vocational instructor at Rockland
High School was recently the
speaker at the Falmouth. Maine
PTA meeting. He spoke briefly on
the vocational education program

ol Caesar and Oalpronla. This year

Edward Sleeper was Caesar and
Miriam Mosher was Calpronla,
Mary 8t. Peter and Carolyn Brayserved as flower girls.
The program lasted from 7.30 un
til 11 o'clock. It is one of the three
annual social that the Latin Club
holds and everyone always looks
forward to the next one.

This regular meeting of the
Rockland School Committee of the
City of Rockland was held In the
offices of the School Department
on March 12 at 7.30 p. m. Those
present were: Charles H. McIntosh,
C. Maxwell Ames. A. Alan Grossman and Harold W Whitehill.
Roll of Accounts No. 9 was ex
amined and approved by the Com
mittee.
A letter of resignation from Miss
Margaret A. Buttomer was read to
the Committee, and the resignation
was accepted with regrets.
It was moved, seconded, and vo
ted to buy an electric heatpr for
the High School Office to use dur
ing vacation time to conserve coal.
The Committee continued Its
study from previous meetings, of
the preliminary budget as present
ed by the Superintendent of
Schools. Each item of the budget
was discussed and several changes
made by the Committee. It was
moved, seconded and voted unan
imously that the Superintendent of
Schools present the budget, as ad
justed by the Committee, to the
City Manager at a future date.
Teachers for the school year
1953-54 were elected.

THS Minstrels

Show Tonight At Watts Hall,
Coronation and Ball On
Friday

“Erin go bragh" seems to be the
campaign cry today at Thomaston
High and lf the residents of the
and -then gave an Illustrated lec Rockport High Juniors To town do not see the Green Flag
and Golden Harp firing alongside
ture on hls trips to Colorado.
Stage Show Next Week
the Stars and Stripes today at
Among those present were hls
mother, Mrs. Marie McKenney and
Members of the Junior Class, their high school lt ls only because
his grade school teacher, Mrs. Inez Rockport High School are working the students could not find one
and could not take the time from
Fowler. Mr. McKenney attended
on their annual carnival, "Seaside other preparations to make one.
both elementary and high schools
Tonight, at Watts Hall. The
In Falmouth.
slblllty of enlistment.
Irish Minstrels, benefit of the
Camden—Mrs. Jocelyn Christie
North Haven—Tuesday, all stu Washington trip for next year’s
of the faculty of Camden High has
dents took advantage of the x-ray graduating class. Almon Cooper
resigned to take a position with
has given the Thomaston talent a
unit at Vinalhaven.
the Department of Health & Wel
hand and good entertainment is
Rockland—The Junior Class play promised. Ralph Jackson will be
fare. She leaves her position at
CHS on Friday. Her new duties will “Huckleberry Finn" will be pre- the interlocutor; feature artists
take her to the Belfast office ot | sented ln Rockland High School will be’Russ Kelly, Linwood Moody,
the welfare organization.
April 16-17.
Jim Durrell of Warren, the perenCamden—Linda
Marshall and ' nlal Yorkle of Camden, and MaThomaston—Monday, Mrs. M. A.
' gee; also Johnny Powell, Enos
Bergamlnl of the Cancer Society Gloria Erskine conducted the Story
Verge, Ruth Barlow, and Doug
of Maine addressed the students, Hour at the library last Saturday.
Fifty
voices comprise
speaking on “The Danger Signs of Patrlcfk Adams and Luella Crock Miller.
the
chorus.
Starting
time is
ett
were
ln
charge
the
previous
Cancer."
8 o’clock; admission, 60 and 40
week.
Rockland — Arlene Miller has
cents.
Rockland—Edward Sleeper and
been chosen to represent Rockland
And on the next night, at the
Miriam
Mosher
appeared
as
Cae

High in the Spear Speaking Con
same hall, St. Patrick’s Coronation
test. Marjorie Hart ls the alter sar and Calpurnla in the Latin and Bail. Dancing from 8 to 1,
nate. Richard Von Dohlen is the Club’s annual observance of the coronation of king and queen at 9
boy candidate for the Spear Speak Ides of March.
o'clock. There are two candidates
ing eontest with Raymond Wixson
North Haven—Last week, those from each of the four classes and
his alternate. The contest win be who signed up for physicals, took competition is keen.
held in the spring.
them at the church.
For the ball the price of ad mis-

Rockport Carnival

NOTES FROM ALL SCHOOLS

Camden—Sergeant McIntosh of
Battery D 703d AAA, Maine Na
tional Guard at Rockland, spoke
to several senior boys last week on
I National Guard duty and the poa-

'Measured Fit in 19 Places,

not just 4...
Means Extra Comfort
For Women On Their
Feet All Day
Tbe
Contourgraph

assures a more
accurate last,
which is a prin

cipal factor in
dsterminiog
good fit.

4 to

10. Try a pair today. •

Wonderland," to be held at the
Rockport Town Hall March 26. 27
and 28 Other members of the
school are also working to help
make it a big success.
Rockland — Assisting ln pre
Tickets are 50c for adults, 25c
paring the forms and other ma
for children.
terial for Career Week have been
Prizes to be given are an elec
Dot Greene, Carol Grant, Janice
tric percolator, a radio, a pop-up
Beal, Mary Ann Pellicani. Mar
toaster and the grand prize is a
garet Sawyer and Bruce Saunders.
dinette set.
Thomaston—The Dramatic Club
Some features of the program
is busy preparing two one act which should be entertaining are
plays for presentation on April 10 the Grammar School show's.
They are also working on another
The East Side Primary ls pre
one act play to be presented by the senting “Cowboys and Cowgirls"
PTA.
and “Deep In The Heart Of
Thomaston—Members of the sen Texas,” the Third and Fourth
ior commercial class wlU take the Grades a "Walt Disney” show; the
state secretarial examinations this 5th and 6th Grades a “Mexican"
program while the 7th and 8th
month.
grades are having a "Hawaiian"
North Haven—The Senior Class
number. The High School ls pre
is now selling an Iron which will
senting an “Irving Berlin” pro
be awarded at their supper on
gram
March 28
On Thursday night a queen will
Rockland—Band Director Chum j be selected ar.d crowned Candi
Crockett promises something super dates are: Doris Richards, Marlspecial ln the way of an all-girl j lyn Jones, Marilyn Gray, Phyllis
band at the Band Jamboree in Simonton, senior*, and Barbara
May. Fifty gals in the unit. Chum Thorndike, a Junior.
»»yaThere will be entertainment, re
Thomaston—Eighth graders are freshments, prizes, games and fun
planning their annual Penny Fun- for all the family. Doors will open
land on April 3 in the gym under at 2 o'clock ln the afternoon and
the direction of Robert Strokawskl. at 7 o’clock in the evening.

-
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Set $500: Repay S3®-58
(20 Month Plan)

*>psr

Monthly

15Mos.
20 Mot.

$400
$31.13
24.46

$600
$46.70
36.69

Above payments cover everything!
Lootu ef o»her omounfj, or far other
per'ods, pre ie proportion,Me.

'HA r

•

Endicott Johnson

Camden High Future Homemakers
of America was held last Friday
afternoon In the Science Labora
tory and was called to order by
President Jackie Reynolds.
The Club voted to hold its
planned Sock Hop on April 3 from
8 to 12 o’clock.
Karlene Eaton, co-chairman of
the coming Fashion Show an
nounced that her oommittee in
cludes Hazel Hunt, co-chairman,
Janice Gray. Joan Rayner, Dollie
Sawyer and Lillian Amborn.
It was voted to contribute $20
to help the State FH A send a
delegate to the National conven
tion this summer.
After the business meeting Miss
Drysdale introduced Miss Alfreda
Tugenger, a German exchange
teacher, who spoke to the group
on her experiences ln this country'
and the difference between the
German and American school
systems.
On Friday four FH-A. girls and
advisor traveled from Camden to
Augusta to rehearse for the skit
they will prasent at the FHA
Electrification Contest Banquet,
University of Maine, March 28.
The contest is sponsored by the
Electric Servioe Companies of
Maine.
Transportation was provided by
Robert Hudson, Manager of the
Rockland District, Central Maine
Power Company.
The girls were taken to the Worster House, Hallowell, for dinner as
guests of three of the companies'
executives.
Mary Lou Atkins is author of
the script. Other girls in the skit
are Nancy Harmon. Sally Crock
ett, and Barbara Broderson.

Make a clean aweep of old bills
... pay taxes . . . reduce monthly
payments with a Personal loan.
Phone, write, or come in.

Loans 41000 and
less on Signature,
Furniture, ar Auto

LiKfi TO

SAY

Town meeting in Rockport Mondav adjourned for noon recess to permit voters to eat at the Masonic
Hall where Juniors from Rockport High School served a delicious meal, profits to go on next years Wash
ington trip. Among the efficient waitresses were Carol Jones, Dotty Staples, Barbara Thorndike and MarPhoto by Barae
jorie Hunter.

Future Teachers
Students To Assist Faculty
In Grade Classes As Part
Of Teacher Training
Now assignments of the Future
Teachers of America have been
posted at Rockland High School.
In the listings below, the name of
the student Is followed by that of
the teacher and the grade, day and
period in which the future teacher
will work.
Seniors

Judy Burns, Mrs Collins, Home
Economics, Friday, 4.
Barbara Boynton, Mrs. Mac
Dougal, 3, Monday, 6
Diane McAuliffe, Miss Reardon,
Art, Thursday. 6.
Barbara Kaler, Miss Johnson, 3,
Wednesday, 6.
Joan Talbot, Mrs. Hall, 4, Wed
nesday, 6.
Juniors
Carol Stratton, Mrs. Hall. 4,

sion has gone up to 75 cents for
dancers, 50 cents for the specta
tors. A free prize of a television
set is held up as added induce
ment to participants.
If it weren’t for man's faith ln
hls fellow man lt would be com
paratively easy for a fellow to live
within hls income,

Monday, 6.
Thursday, 5.
Helen Priest, Mra Rhodes. I,
Beth Miller, Miss Hughes, Jun
Wednesday, 6.
ior High, Wednesday, 5.
Nancy Packard, Mrs Nelson, 4,
Sophomores
Thursday, 1.
Irma Oarvarson, Miss Johnson, S.
Freshmen
Friday, 1.
Fred
Wilbur,
Mrs. Leach, 5,
peter Armata, Miss Leach, 5.
Thursday. 1.
Friday, 1.
Barbara Whitehill, Mrs. Gifford.
Jan Adleman, Miss Reardon, Art,
1, Thursday, 6
Monday, 1.
Harriet Levco. Mra Merrill, 2,
Arthur Gray, Mias Reardon Art,
Thursday, 6.
Thursday, 2.
Ronald Orcutt, Mrs. Merrill, 2,
Patricia Oreely, Mrs. Rhodes, 1 Monday, 1.
Monday, 6.
Janette Cummings, Mrs Barter.
Marjorie Hart, Mrs. Hart, Alge 6, Tuesday, 1.
bra, Monday, 1.
Fred Varricchio, Mra Barter, 6,
Joan Hudson, Mrs. MacDougal, 3. Thursday, 1.
Marie Lewis, Mrs. Collins, Home
Wednesday, 1.
Sharon Kimball, Miss Leach, 5 Economics, Monday, 5.
Patricia Yorke, Mrs. Rhodea I,
Thursday, 1.
Evelyn Naum, Mrs Nelson, 4, Tuesday, 5.
Lorraine Gagne, Mrs Merrill, 2,
Monday, 2.
Mary Nichols, Miss McKeil, Home Tuesday. 5.
Bob Oxton, Mrs. MacDougal. 3.
Economics, Monday, 1.
Janet Hall, Mrs. Nelson, 4, Fri Tuesday, 3.
Annette Bisbee, Mrs Barter, 6,
day. 2.
Patricia Pease, Mrs. Hall, 4, Monday, 6.
I

0
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HUDSON UNVEILS
A NEW KIND OF CAR

a

1

r4

IN THE LOW-PRICED FIELD

Rockland—Bill Oolley of Glen
Glen Cove, RHS graduate last
June, has Joined the Air Force and
is now ln training at Sampson,
New York.

LOAMS
NEW! The LAST CONTOURGRAPH measures lasts for
Guide-Step SHOES to 1/100 of an inch accuracy in
NINETEEN places... Old fashioned hand and tape methods
used for ordinary lasts measure only four. TWENTY-FOUR
yean of intensive research have built extra comfort and longer
wear into Guide-Step Shoes for you. Fine quality kid uppers,
flexible leather soles, rubber heels, widths AAA to EE. Sizes

Rockport High Juniors Man Dining Room

Camden F.H.A.
A Resignation
Miss Margaret Buttomer a German Teacher Compared
Highly Popular Teacher—
Her Homeland Schools
Her Leaving a CityWith Ours Friday
Wide Loss
The monthly meeting of the

RHS Latin Club Observes Ides of March

WITH PERFORMANCE, LUXURY AND SAFETY
COMPARABLE ONLY TO THE FABULOUS HUDSON HORNET I
&

‘ii

Standard trim aDd other ap»»cificatioufi and arcesRoriee subject
to change without notice.

A compact, economical wonder car with a

Such a car as this would not be
possible without Hudson’s exclusive
"STEP-DOWN" design!

hug-the-road ride like the Hudson Hornet itselfl
ere is a new kind of compact,

"step-down” design, which creates
economical car, with such
the lowest center of gravity among
high-power performance ... such American cars, the new Hudson
luxurious interiors . . . such a re
Jet safely handles more power in
markable ride, durability and
relation to weight than has ever
safety ... that it can be compared
been possible in any other car in
only to the fabulous Hudson
the low-price field. We invite you
Homet itself!
to try this new
car—at
Because of Hudson’s exclusive
your very first opportunity!

H

t lOrt ClUIMCI r
HUDSON

OTHM MAKES

The Hudson Jet haa the floor receesed
within the base frame. This provides the
lowest center of gravity among American
cars, and makes it Dosaible to safely put
more power in relation to weight in
the Jet than in any other low-priced car.

kind of

Now Dual-Rong.

HYDRA-MATIC DRIVE
and tentalional

TWIN H-POWER
•>th.r ar both optional at .xtra eo»t.

In durability and quality a worthy companion to tha Hud»on I

I and Hud ion Waip

YfS

FINANCE CO.
OF MAINE

SIMMONS GARAGE

FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLDG.

2nd FI., 35€ MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
Phan*: 1133 • Mil** R- S*wy*r, VES MANager
- •
....... ■----- ---------M*> to Mk

1 I -

. Lmm Am

10 LINDSEY STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

•
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS
Tuberculosis Panel Held At Vinalhaven High

C.H.S. Girls Hosts

NAMED TO EDUCATIONAL POST

A Look Ahead

State Superintendent’s Tea Superintendent Russell In
Served By Home Economics Opening Talk Of Guidance
Girls At Camden High
Program Feature

Eloise Law, RHS Graduate and Former

Teacher Here, On the State Staff As
Friday, March 6 the junior-sen
Supt J Weldon Russell opened
ior home economics class prepared Career Week" at Rockland High
Home-Ec Teacher-Trainer
and served the refreshments for ' wtth a keynote address Tuesday
■ He traced his experience in guidthe Camden Teachers Club tea in i ance work back to his days of
onomics of the State Department
honor ol Dr. Herbert Espy, state Stearns where career day was held
of Education.
’
commissioner of education, who with Dana Cotton as teacher Car
In announcing the appointment
visited the school system
eer Day week is one important
today. Commissioner of Education
Also present were Superintendent phase in a guidance program.
Herbert G. Espy said Mas Law
and Mrs Grant. Mrs. Luella Hen
He urged students to prepare for
would assume her new position
nings and school board members. the future. He told them that they
March 23. She will replace Mrs.
Mrs Dorothy Worthen, Alexander j had reason to expect a period of
Louise Fettlnger. who was named
Dority and Charles Lowe
; normalcy; that neither a great destate director of home economics,
Earlene Beale and Sylvia Bagley- : pression. nor a genera! war should
Jan. 1. upon the retirement of Mias
poured tea and coffee. Assisting in face them when they finish school.
Florence L. Jenkins.
the serving were Doralice Sawyer, ' All students sho-iid not expect
Miss Law is a graduate of Rock
Hazel Lunt. Alice Whitehouse and to be professional men. Carpenters
land High School ln the Class of
Karlene Eaton.
and plumbers are necessary to a
1942 and the University of Maine.
Besides those mentioned above, community and are worthwhile luShe has taught home economics at
the following girls prepared the re 1 crative trades
Washburn. Rockland and Old Town
freshments: Barbara Amborn, An | Students should decide for them
I is
High Schools. At Old Town tho
nie Erskine, Virginia Ellis. Flora selves whether to w-ork with
V
past three years she has been in
i
Members nt the panel on tuberculosis at Vlnalhaven High School last Friday. Discussing the disease with students, for tbe benefit of Morse, Florence Morse and Mar their heads, their hands, or both.
charge of a supervisory center
w the student bodv gathered at assembly, were Dr. Ralph P. Earle, left and Miss Marjorie Roscoe. R. N., right. Students, from left to right are: garet Richardson.
I They should pick for their life
Mary Candage. Edward Dyer. Judy Clayter and Mark Gilchrist.
where college seniors majoring ln
The very attractive centerpiece work that which they can do bethome economics have done their
I ter than anyone else.
The Vinalhaven High School as nourishing food. He discussed the, prevent the victim from infecting health nurse, showed an animated was arranged by David Jackson.
practice teaching under her direc
his
family,
friends
and
fellowcolor
movie.
Rodney,
which
illussembly on Friday was devoted to advantages of hospitalization over
tion.
’.rated all the points brought out
Eloise Law
the subject of tuberculosis in con home care of tubercular patients workers the doctor commented.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Miss
Marjorie
Roscoe,
public
|
by
the
panel
members.
and
described
some
of
the
surgical
I
nection with the free chest x-ray
Mrs. George Law of Talbot avenue
Miss
Eloise
Law.
home
economics
survey which was conducted on methods used to collapse a diseased
and was on the staff of the Home
teacher at Old Town High School,
Tuesday in the Vlnalhaven Town lung in order to give it rest.
Economics Department of Rock
Hall under the auspices of the Vi
Mack Gilchrist spoke of the re
has been named itinerant teacher- land High School in the school
Receive
Donation
Of
$500
For
Hot
Lunch
nalhaven
Community
Health habilitation of the patient after
trainer for the division of home ec years of 1947-48 and 49.
Barbara Bohn has gone to Mis
Grade 1, Mrs. Parsons
Council and the North Haven his cure. People who have recovered
Equipment;
Change
April
Meeting,
Everyone enjoyed the lovely souri, where her father is a major
Community Health for ali residente from tuberculosis cannot go back
of Vinalhaven and North Haven into manual labor or any form of bouquet of cut flowers broug.it to in the air force.
Make Other Plans
Deena Watling brought several
employment which requires stren school by Linda Jean Richards
over 15 years of age.
We were very pleased to wla the sea animals to school to show dur
The program was a panel dis uous physical activity and therefore
cussion in which Dr. Ralph P Earle rehabilitation has Important econ PTA attendance banner and first ing social studies period
An executive committee meeting of equipment for the kitchen ln
was moderator and Judy Clayter, omic as well as psychological impli prize money. With the money, we
Grade 5, Miss Buttomer
Talks On 35 Trades and Professions Are
of the Union PTA was held at the Thompson Memorial building
^Mary Candage. Edward Dyer and cations. There are voluntary as well plan to buy new records
Cynthia Colomy brought a bou
A check for $500 was received
"Mack Gilchrist were panel mem as state agencies which undertake
Grade 1. Miss Tillock
the home of Mrs. Arley Clark Mon
quet of pussy willows.
Scheduled For Benefit Of Students
by the PTA from Miss Beulah
bers.
to help re-educate these people so
Mrs. Lamb has been substituting
Paul Arbo. John Smith. Beverly day evening, March 16 The com
F.
Pach
of
Kentfield.
Calif.
This
In his Introductory talk, Dr. that they may take sedentary occu during Mias Tillock's absence.
Townsend, Penny Duncan and Al mittee voted to ask those fourth
Earle pointed out that tuberculosis pations such as bookkeeping, pho
Floyd Oliver had a birthday this vin Chase show a marked improve grade students who would care to money is designated for the pur
Business and professional men, will choose and wll make their
chase of equipment for the hot
is a disease which has plagued civ tography, etc.
week.
do so. to Join the square dancing
ment in spelling.
craftsmen
of many trades and decisions known this week
lunch program and will aid greatly
ilization for hundreds of years and
He emphasized that the psychol
We have made some very pretty classes sponsored by the PTA. on
Grade 2, Miss Russell
Covered by specialists in the sev
in completing the plans for setting members of the Armed Services are
has been one of the greatest killers ogical attitudes of the cured pa
William Ames. Barbara Bellmore. woven mats which are on display each Monday evening
eral
fields next week will be: Serv
up
the
program
joining with the officials of Rockknown to man. It has been so much tients are very important and they Claudette Spitzer,
Plans for the April meeting have
and Shirley ! this week.
ice in the Armed Forces for both
a part of the fabric of .life -hat it must be encouraged to see that Mank are having birthdays this
Land
High
School
to
conduct
The movie on Canada was most been changed and there will be an
boys
and
girls;
engineering,
has found its way into literature they can again take their place in month.
' interesting and we think one of the evening meeting on Friday. April
Career Week at the school, start homemaking, nursing, accounting,
New
Feature
and music and he mentioned Ca the world as whole, normal people;
10. Instead of a supper meeting
The best arithmetic papers for j best we have seen this year
ing next Monday.
commercial fishing,
mille. the heroine of Dumas' story, able to support themselves and the past month were made by Pat
School children will be invited
Grade
6.
Mrs.
Stubbs
Industrial Relations Boys Persons skilled in 35 different Also forestry, recreation, secre
The Lady of the Camellias; Violet their families in their new occupa ricia Watson, Jill Long, Evelyn
The following pupils have had to attend with their parents and
At Rockland Hearing Men
occupations will speak to the stu tarial work, teaching, an transpor
ta, the heroine of the opera. La tions.
Rackliff. Claudette Spitzer. Valerie birthdays during March: Kenneth there will be a spelling bee, with
Travlata, and Mimi of Puccini's
dents at various times during the tation. the building trades and
The audience of high school stu HUt, Charles Dorgan, Shirley
On Industry and City
: Campbell, Regina Hyland and San- prizes for the winners in each
opera, La Boheme, all of whom dents gave close attention to the
week Each student has selected construction, cooking, motor trans
Carlson, Barbara Bellmore and i dra Sylvester.
group
The industrial relations course at four occupations in which they portation, music and photography.
died of "consumption." He pointed discussion and many interesting
Howard Hawes and Mrs Edgar
WUliam Ames.
Hazel Wooster participated ir. the
Radio boadcasting and engi
Rockland High School is offered to are interested and will attend ses
out also that tuberculosis attacks questions were asked when the dis
Temperance Day was observed
Barker were appointed to the hot vocational students in the senior
neering
specialists will be heard
domestic and 'Wild animals and cussion was thrown open for audi with the use of stories and poems. , musical program at the PTA meet
sions held by specialists in those
Barker were appointed to the hot vear and is designed to acquaint
ing March 9
along with those from the fields
even some forms of she!! fish have ence participation.
fields
Grade 2, Mrs. McLellan
Richard Ames has charge of the lunch committee to work with the the students with problems in the
In his closing remarks Dr Earle
been found to be infected.
Now in progress at the school of library work, the iron, steel and
We
miss
Marilyn
Bohn
who
is
lunch
tickets and Arnold Curtis of school committee in the purchase industrial world and situations that
pointed
out
that
the
high
school
The panel members then took up
for several years, the program has machinery trades, television, public
will confront them In making the been show n in the past to be help- service and personnel w’ork.
the discussion. Judy Clayter dis age group had a particular and now attending school in Missouri. the candy orders.
Patricia Only and David Allen
Judith Harriman
and Janet Catherine Mailiard. Charlene Me-: transition from school into indus
Also to be heard will be talks
cussed the disease by definition personal interest in the control of
’ful to students in deciding what
Rackliff are responsible for the Auliffe, Richard Molloy. Betty Pa- j try.
on the trades of beautician, tele
giving a clear and simple descrip tuberculosis because it is in the celebrated March birthdays.
fields
they
will
enter,
once
their
cifici, Yvonne Saiminen, Robert
Miss Steele
commended our bulletin board.
Since these students are not pre schooling is completed
phone operator, repair services,
tion of the germ wihch causes lt, age group from 15 to 35 that tu
Pupils who won the spelling conf , Sayward, James Smith and Janice , paring to enter college at this time,
sales work, landscaping. hotel and
the tubercule bacillus,' how the berculosis 1s still the greatest kill grade on personal cleanliness dur
Principal
Boothby
of
the
school
. tests are; Marie Gardner. Rich- ‘ Smith.
and may be expected to become and Guidance Director Johnson restaurant work. Professions in
germ enters the body; how it at er He urged the students, who were ing her recent inspection visit.
Books for our library table have 1 ard Ames, Kenneth Campbel! and i
Grade 8, Mrs. Harjula
part of the community of Rockland
tacks most often the lungs though x-rayed in a group Tuesday, to dis
have found a ready response from cluded will be those of medicine,
In the recent election Fred Rob- i upon graduation, there has been
writing,
business
frequently it enters bone as well as cuss at home the importance of been brought by Jane Adams, I Darold Poulin.
those they have approached to architecture,
Pupils
who
have
not
been
tardy
!
inson was chosen president and considerable stress placed upon the
management and the stage.
other tissue and explaining that full, community-wide use of this Bradford Knight. Wayne Hilt, Ger
speak
to
the
students.
the disease is not inherited but is opportunity for free chest x-rays, ry Anderson, Jane Glidden, Diana or absent for a 12 week period are: Lynne Duncan secertary of the : local situation and the operation
Career Week was explained to
! Dorothy Childs. Darold Poulin and student council. Sylvia Sulides was of the many phases of the City of
Rockland — Stephen Alley and
contracted by exposure to the germ adding the little known fact that Gallant, Lawrence Smith, Patricia
the students at assembly Tuesday
Widdecomb
and
George
Henderson.
.
Leo
Chase.
Rockland
To
get
a
clear
first
hand
to
be
our
room
representa

chosen
spread by those suffering from it 190 people died from the disease in
at which time Superintendent of Lloyd Wingale of the class of
picture, the group has adopted the
Grade 3, Miss Hardy
tive.
Grade 6. Mr. Verrill
Mary Candage discussed case Maine in the last year, in spite of
Schools J Weldon Russel! spoke, 1951 visited Rockland High an
Many pupils went to Camilen on idea to obtain a speaker one day
Pau! Fowlie brought some very
finding and diagnostic procedures. the fact that midecal science now
We are all busy making maps of
together with Mr. Boothby and Mr Friday afternoon. Stephen is still
Friday and Saturday to see the each week to outline some function
with the Navy. Lloyd has jast
Including tuberculin tests and lab- understands tuberculosis from ev Interesting snapshots of people and I Europe for social studies.
Johnson.
W oratory procedures of sputum and ery angle: prevention, detection, places ln India He explained some
finished his tour of duty with the
We are also preparing nature tournament game Our boys' team of business or city government that
Students
were
issued
mimeo

of the customs of that country.
treatment and cure
gastric examinations.
' study work tn connection with the ware awarded the second place cup takes place here in Rockland.
Navy and is taking a course of ac
Among the
speakers already graphed sheets listing all occupa counting at the Rockland School
Sharon Kenney and Wayne Har ] sutdy of natural science. This study and Fred Robinson won a place in
In order to wipe out this great
Ed Dyer discussed the treatment
tions to be covered by speakers
of tuberculosis, emphasizing oarti- scourge, it is necessary to detect vey have been absent with the j will include birds, animals, flowers the all-tourney team Other players heard are Edward Ladd who ex next week They are consulting of Commerce.
from our room who went were: plained the insurance laws and
cularly the necessity for both men promptly every case of active tu measles. We’re glad they're back and trees.
their parents as to those talks they
tal and physical rest and good, berculosis ln order to cure lt and to and we hope Jeanne Foley will
David Craig is the room repre Armond Plourd. Vincent Carr and coverage, Chief of Police Bernard
Thompson,
Fire
Chief
Van
E.
soon be well.
sentative to the South School Stu Charles Huntley. Cheerleaders were
Zettie Burns, Lynne Duncan, Beu Russell and Casper Ciaravino who veys within the community, gath-1
CLAYT BITLER
Patricia Paulin won the prize ln dent Council.
lah
Ott. Donna Rogers and Mary has explained the school situation ering statistics on the subjects of'
a drawing-kketchlng contest of the
Barbara Robbins, Elizabeth Su
to the group. The speakers have industry in Rockland, local econ Wants to See YOU About
class Ruth Brewer and Paul Fow lides and Earlene Sayward are on Sullivan.
been very popular with the group omics, voting participation and
TELEVISION
Joseph
Anastasio
has
done
an
lie did theirs well also.
the room clean-up committee for
and many have been invited back regulations, and other subjects ot'
excellent
Job
keeping
the
bulletin
Visitors last week were Mrs. Ed the week.
157-tf
interest to the group.
for additional talks.
board up-to-date
ward Childs, Mrs A. M. Eserrslo.
Grade 7, Mr. Johnson
The group has been through the
Spelling hundreds were received
Mrs. Carl Tolman. Mrs. Linwood
Judy Smith brought to class
Campbell, Mrs. Earl Reed, Jr., Mrs. some Florida specimens of sea last Friday by: Joseph Anastasio. state prison and attended sessions
Clayton Witham, Mrs Donald Bor shells, coral and coral rock in con Eunice Barter, Norman Brehm, of superior oourt and plans addi
Nancy Brackett. Lynne Duncan tional field trips during the spring
gerson and Mrs. Alfred Nichols.
i
nection with the current study of
Madonna Fogg, Charles Huntley. months.
Donna Reynolds had a birthday rocks in science.
Mr.
McKenney
is
Instructor
of
Dorothy Naum. Beulah Ott, Ar
on March 17.
Melvin DeMass visited friends in
mand Plourd, Fred Robinson Mar the course and finds these sDeaker
Eugene Witham §ave us a re Thomaston last week.
garet Robishaw. Donna Rogers, days very popular with the stu
port on his trip to the Ice Follies.
Joseph Paulin visited relatives
Marie Smalley. Jennie Sukeforth, dents. He also points out that the
Grade 3. Miss Kimball
at Brunswick over the weekend.
Sylvia
Sulides and Mary Sullivan. group has conducted several surPatricia Coombs brought the
All the girls in the room are in
first pussy willows.
the Girl's Glee Club which parti sxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxv^
The following pupils have birth cipated in the entertainment at the
days ln March: Mary Robishaw, PTA meeting Monday night.
Audrey Smith, Patricia Coombs,
Robert Brown played a clarinet
Frederick Danlello and Dana Cal solo for the PTA and Paul Coak
lahan.
” ’ ’ ley sang two Selections.
As a part of our social studies
Last week, the class observed
24 MONTHS TO PAY
discussion on clothing materials. Temperance Day.
H
Frank Post gave an Interesting
Grade 8, Mr. Harjula
1952 PONTIAC, Like New
/
talk on sheep and wool. He brought
Intramural basketball started
1951
CHEVROLET
4
DR.
SEDAN
£
W
a large piece of wool to show the Monday and will continue until
class.
1950 PLYMOUTH CLUB COUPE 6
z
March 25. Participants from this
Records lor a recent "Record room are: James Smith, Robert
1950 CHEVROLET 2 DR SEDAN
£
Day” were brought by Rebecca Coakley, Richard
Trask. Carol
Robbins, Arvllla Powell. Beverly Fairweather and Robert Sayward.
1948 PLYMOUTH 4 DR SEDAN
J
Sturks, Frank Post and Richard
1946 CHEVROLET 4 DR SEDAN
£
The cheerleaders and basketball
Benner
k
players from this room travelled to
No haphazard watch repairing here! We don’t hang
1946 PLYMOUTH CLUB COUPE
You will be smaied et whet relief this Handy Hannah
Grade 4, Miss Sleeper
Camden on Thursday and Friday
your watch on a board lor a week or two to check
1941
DESOTO
4
DR
SEDAN
2
Temperance Day was observed in with the cheerleaders and basket
Vibrator brings. Just a five-minute use night, morning,
it. No, indeed! When you bring your watch in. we
pur
room
Friday,
March
6.
ball players of Rockland Junior
or whenever you are leg-weary or foot-sore. It gives
put it on the WatchMaster and this amazing elec
The pupils enjoyed a booklet con High.
you a LIFT that's unbelievable! Your feet feel light, 1
tronic instrument prints a record
telling us exactly
taining scenes from Florida sent
BARGAIN BOX
We are sorry that Richard Trask,
what is wrong (see the "dad-of", above).
cool—h'lte walling on air!
by Deborah Hary, who is vacation our guard on the basketball team,
1937 BUICK 4 DR. SEDAN
We can then estimate proper charges, immediately,
ing in the Sunshine State.
was unable ■ to participate in the
Good circulation in one's feet contributes to general
adding nothing by guess-work. When your watch
David Phillips brought Korean tournament because of illness.
1933 PLYMOUTH SPORT COUPE
good health at any age — end this professionel foof
money to the geography class
is repaired, we check It again, assuring you
James Smith,
the basketball
1933 DODGE PICK UP
massager and exerciser does help.
which we added to the boys' hobby team captain, accepted the second"proven" efficiency ol our work.—Taster, too!
collection displayed in our room.
place trophy for the South School
IEMAMO THAT YOUR WATCH REPAIRS IE CHECHES
The winners in the oral spelling at the tournament in Camden
match Friday afternoon were
The following pupils were on the
Elaine Thompson and Margaret spelling honor roll last week Mar
Boothby.
lene Axtell. Beverly Blake. Rober
HIGH GRADE USED CARS
ta Boothby Mary Boyd Sheila
Grade 4. Mrs Hill
WATCH QfSFBCTOBS
179
South
Main
Street
Rockland, Maine
Childs.
Robert
SINCE U14
Darleen Suomela will be leaving Bridges, Judy
Telephone 1334-R
Charles
Fairweather.
soon to make her home in Port Coakley.
____ J4-XAJ1
Oradfc Llttlehale, Beverly Luca,
land.
E^wnxxxxxxxxxxxxxxv^xxxxxxxxxxwMaaaaMSNBMMn

UNION PTA EXECS MEET AND PLAN

SOUTH SCHOOL NEWS

CAREER WEEK AT RHS NEXT WEEK

Feet Burn? Ache? Sore?

— or Leg Weary ?

n

n rn

no

Customers say This vibrator is a Life-saver I

u

SCIENTIFICALLY TESTED

BEST BUYS IN TOWN!

i

LIKE A DOCTOR’S
STETHOSCOPE-OX YOUR WATCH

el

E. G. WINCHENBAUGH

NA

Rage Ten
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Lamp’Lighters Will Shine Friday Evening

OUTDOOR '
AROUHD

KNOX COUNTY
'

/*<>?/ W((

town that weighs 23 pound*.
Here’s what Mr. Schlldt has to
My;—
“Read your column about cat*
some time ago and lf you want to
see a real cat you’ll have to stop
j ln at the Jackman Hotel and see
"Bum” the 23 pound cat of Mr
and Mrs Ricker ’’ . . .
That’s a lot of kitty.
Expect “Bum” has been brought
; up on fresh trout and deer meat,
after remembering some of the
tales of that area that Tom Nli chols from that town told me 35
years ago while we were ln the
army together.
Tom mentioned “bob-cats" too,
up to 50 pounds, which is also
quite a kitty.

i

By

Ralph v/tvler

Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle
(Answer in Next Issue)
1

1

i

NORTH SEARSMONT
Mrs. Agnes Fuller who has been
quite 111 at the Merriam home, is j
much better now.

Mr. and Mis Arlan Jackson
have been recent guests of his pa
rents, Mr and Mrs. Irvin Jackson, !
Arlan is doing service in the Navy ;
and has been recently stationed ln
Virginia. Mrs. Jackson's home was
In New York. Our heartiest con- j
gratulafcons to the young couple.
Roger Bartlett, son of James and
Frances Bartlett, has been 111 with1

pneumonia at his home. He is a
student at Walker High School.
Liberty.
John Goodwin has been quite 111
at the Gove home. He assists in
caring lor Mr Gove, who is ln fail
ing health.
Mr. and Mrs. Xavier Mallett of
Warren were dinner guests Sunday
at the Maddocks home
This community was shocked at
the tragic death of Hiram Davis.
He. with his family, had lived ln
this community for 14 years, leav
ing two years ago to accept a po

sition as manager of the Franklin
Farmers Co-operative Tel. Co.,
and making their home at New
Sharon, Me Much sympathy is
extended to his widow and son who
survive him.

Never Judge a man by the com
pany he keeps—lt may be his wife’s
relatives.
The many peace conferences con
cerning peace will at least sene to
keep the world reminded there is
such a thing.

at YOUR DAY'S JEWELRY STORES
DIAMOND SETS
OF FIERY BEAUTY
’ • • *_____ •.

r_ ,

» __ ,__

BUY
HER DIAMOND NOW!
20% OFF
SAVE! SAVE! SAVE!

./J'A'/w

i

THEY LOCK TOGETHER

L

in

Denied

position

or massed brilliance

B

lure Lock rings are Ihe diamond values of the
rl Worn separately or together, the lock never
vs, yet Veeps the rings in perfect position for
'
supreme radiance. And yet they cost

-Twsespq

.

sV -

_
'

far less than you ever imagined
P0”ib,e

beautiful
gstyling 3 diamond*
blaze in each
of the match
ing ring*.
lUnusuolly

zso
Dazzling center diamond glorified by 4 exqui

site

side

diamonds

Perfectly

matched

5-

diamond wedding band in 1 4K gold.

*200
«” *

X

A

gorgeous bridal en
semble of matched design.

re

The GreP'

5 diamond* of sparkling
radiance in eoch 14K gold
ring.

Classic elegance accentu
ate* the fiery diomond.

Both

Rings

*150

Matching 14K gold wed
ding bond odd* distinc
tion to the set.

Ring* of modern splendor,

Both
Kings

$7c

3-diomond engagement ring

# •*

and

Bra matte detailing high

matching

wedding band

5 diamond
in 14K gold.

light* the brilliant diamond

engagement ring. Dainty
carved band in matching

FEATURE LOCK RINGS CAN BE BOUGHT ANO WORN
SEPARATELY OR TOGETHER

PRICED FROM 49.95

Open An Account

J r
A YEAR
TO PAY

MAIL ORDERS
PROMPTLY FILLED!

OPEN SATURDAY 9 A. M. TO 9 P. M.
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The Lamplighters, Central Maine Power Company employees singing group will appear at the Univer
salist Church Friday evening under the auspices of the Chamber of Commerce. The 50 persons in the troupe
will be donating their time and talents on behalf of the building fund, of the Chamber. The director. Peter
J. Re’, is an assistant professor of music at Colby College, a position which he has held since 1951.
The
Lamplighters have been drawn from the ranks of the power company employees in the Augusta area and
are considered to be one of the state’s finest choral groups. The concert is scheduled to start at 8 p. m.
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Got your outboard motor all
tuned up? Is your fishing boat
35
34
ready for the water? How about
55
those guides on your fly rod, are
56
5b
55
they secure and have you “sweet
ened up” those tattered windings
41
40
and given lt a coat of rod varnish?
I
Better check your fly back for
4i
suitable streamers, leader material
and trout hooks.
Perhaps you need a box of splitVERTICAL (Cont)
HORIZONTAL (Cont)
HORIZONTAL
shot or a book of “twist-ons.” Or
10-A clique
34- Atmosphere
1-Bits of food
12- Rough
maybe that old last years line Is
35- Leases
7- T rust
13- Passed, a* time
38-Explate
8- Tumult
a bit weak near it’s terminal end.
15-Book of Psalms
40- Percolate
Better cut tt back a ways and be 10-Contended with
11- 011 from rote petal* 41- A dreas malarial (pi.) 17- Grsded
Well, If you ask me, the month of and hope.
| sure to see that the bearings on 13- Old length measure 42- Rubbers
18- Twlsts
The
sports
fishermen
only
asks
March has kind of "hung one" on
21-Prefix. Not
your reel have been oiled.
14- Young dog
that a striper be permitted to live
25-Fllament
VERTICAL
coastal area of Maine.
,
. A
I It’s less than three weeks to open 16-A climbing device
28-Eagle*
18- Raises
~
,
water
fishing
and
its
fairly
certain
Did I hear a radio announcer years old and about 18 Inches long.)
1- Kitchen utensil
27- More moist
19- Answer (abbr.)
that
about
everything
wiU
be
open
20- Natlves of Denmark
2- Unfastened
28- Kind of dog
the other day say that the first 10
The commercial fishermen want
22- Ocean swell
3- Crimson
come April I.
29- A vegetable (pi.)
days of March had given us twice to catch them when they are two
4- Epoch
30- Large lake
Should be pretty good fishing al 23- Weight measure
5Metrlc
measure
of
24Pronoun
years
old.
as many hours of below freezing
38-Born
most anywhere too. I expect the 27-Direct* one’s course
capacity
(pi.)
There Is still a lot of "squabbling”
37- Mlneral spring
weather than the whole month of
■ trout ponds wiU draw the biggest 29-A wager
8- Drunkard
but allowing that the “Uttle old
38- Part of verb “To bo*
7-Obtalna
31Gained
crowds.
with
the
best
of
the
sal

February?
dollar sign" has a way of speaking
9- Narrow, atout (trips 39-Ooddott of agricul
32Harsh
ture (Rom. Myth.)
Have I got to apologize to that! for Itself the sports fishermen of mon fishing coming along in early 33- Nolse
of woven fabric
May.
sleepy groundhog of Candlemas New Jersey have armed themselves
Many Knox County brown trout
Nelson Shuman and Maude
Day, after calling him a "blasted j with the fact that a striper caught
NORTH WALDOBORO
will go over five pounds thia sea
Mank were ln Rockland on Satur
faker” for a forecast of six more by hook and line brings many dol
son and they are most everywhere
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Warwick day.
weeks of winter, just because Feb j lars into the state, where a netted now.
of Northampton, Mass., have been
2nd was a sunny day?
fish brings only a few pennies.
Mrs Maude Mank wa* a caller
visiting a few days with Mr. and
Why I’ve even got written records
That kind of "sugar on the rhu
at Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Mank'* (M
Mrs. Lexton Mank.
ST. GEORGE
where that "thundering" whistle- barb” Is going to appeal to the
Washington.
Mr. and Mrs. James Nesworthy
Engagement Announced
pig has bluffed us as many as sev- , legislators I bet’cha.
Mr annd Mrs A W Winchen
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus A. HUt of of Boston were callers Sunday of
en times out of ten.
Maine has no length limit on
bach of Thomaston were callers
No; I’ll Just be stubborn and j stripers but it does have various j St. George wish to announce the Mr. and Mrs. Perl Carroll.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Mank of 8unday of Mr. and Mrs. Everett
won’t apologize even lf I have to creel limits of up to six fish per engagement of their daughter, B
Marie Hilt of Manchester. Conn., Bangor were Sunday guests of Mr White.
wear these early March "goose man per day.
• • V •
Congratulation* to Mr. and Mrs.
to Oscar VaUera of Hartford, Conn. and Mrs. Lexton Mank.
pimples" all the way Into May
Mrs. Robert Lawson went Friday James Caulfield of Manchester.
Both work at Pratt & Whitney
While we are sitting around
Have a photo card from Arthur
shivering at 10 above zero only Schlldt of Jackman bearing the I Aircraft. They plan a spring wed- to her sister’s. Mrs Robert La- N. H. A son was born to them
monda, ln Worcester, Mass.
March 14.
about a week before official spring, likeness of a cat (tame) of that} ding.
let’s think about that wonderous
phenomena of migration which Is
already underway from the south
land.
You may not believe it, but very
soon now you will look out the kit
chen window and see the familiar
bluebirds of last season and hear
their cheery song. Dollars to dough
nuts it’s the same pair that nested
last spring in your orchard or bird
house. Last fall they were around j
well Into Ostober, but suddenly one j
morning they were gone, accom- j
panted by the four youngsters they
raised within sight of your home I
during the summer. Think of the j
miles they have flown since you
last saw them.
Being strictly North American let
us think they may have wintered
ln the Gulf states. Then early ln
March as quiet and unceremonious
ly as they departed for the south
last fall they again point their
tiny bills North for the return trip
to your dooryard. This Is the phen
omena of migration. Theorists aver
that a bird's ability to make his
way across thousands of miles ol
unmarked airways to the place ot
his birth in your back yard is the
homing instinct, an intuition ot
incalcuable power, particularly out
standing ln the carrier or homing
pigeons.
The bluebirds tiny head about
the size of your thimble Is not cap
able of remembering the way. But
his heart, the size of your little
fingernail feels the urge and he
flies the instinctive beam that
guides him to your home.
Progressive study and the band
ing by the Fish and Wildlife Ser
vice reveals that lt Is very com
mon for birds to return to certain
localities accurately and often to
the same nesting sites of the pre
vious season.
Speaking of the wonders of na
ture; consider the phenomena ol
migration, with the proof right
where you will soon be seeing it
among the Uttle visitors to your
own dooryard.
the car so unbelievably free from vibration through
Have you ever hearJ a 1953 Cadillac?
There’s an article in the current
the miles and the years.
The
odds
are
that
you
haven
’
t
—
unless
you've
issue of Salt Water Sportsman by
And, of course, it speaks with equal clarity of the
listened quite carefully.
publisher Hal Lyman titled "Sugar
many
things a Cadillac provides its owner.
In The Rhubarb,” answering Dr.
For it is a literal feet that you must concentrate to
detect the sound of a Cadillac car in motion . . .
James R. Westman’s article ln the
It promises rest and relaxation ... and a freedom
preceding issue "Rhubarb On The
save, of course, for the soft song of the passing wind
from distraction that adds safety to every journey.
Striper Coast."
and the quiet hum of the tires on the pavement.
It foretells mile after mile of extraordinary
These articles were inspired by
Even that great, powerful engine never raises its
dependability and a minimum of upkeep expense.
the perennial (hotter each year)
voice above a whisper!
scrap between sport and commer
And, of course, it prophesies longevity , . . and,
But, oh, the wonderful, wonderful story this
hence, bespeaks the wisdom and soundness of its
cial striped bass fishermen of the
marvelous quiet tells.
New Jersey coast, and while tt does
owner’s investment.
not concern Maine in particular I
It tells, for instance, of Cadillac’s rigid adherence
Yes, the quiet of the Cadillac car tells a wonderful
wonder after reading them that we
to the highest ideals of automotive construction ...
story all of its own. And it's one that we think you
ever catch a striped bass along our
should “hear" for yourself.
... of the great engineering that enables every
coast anyway
part of the car to perform in perfect harmony
Why not come in soon—and spend an hour with a
Over the title tn the current 8
1953 Cadillac?
... of the magnificent styling and design that
WS, either by carelessness of the
give the car its smooth, easy, steady, floating ride
typesetter or by direct intent (I
W’e think you’ll agree that silence has never been
suspect the latter) hang* a large
more eloquent.
... and of the flawless craftsmanship that keeps
and ’’saucy’’ dollar sign.
The smoke of this long battle has
obscured the facts of both sides of
the situation for years, but excel
lent organization of down-thecoast sports fishermen and the
cooling off ot some of the “hot
heads" ot both sides Is now mak
ing the picture fairly distinct to us

57"

f
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Where Silence Is Eloquent!

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO

here in Maine. who oaa oafcr vail

